ENVIRONMENTAL GENTRIFICATION

SARAH FOX*

Gentrification is a term often used, much maligned, and difficult to define. A few general principles can nonetheless be distilled regarding the concept. First, gentrification is spurred by rising desirability of an area for housing or commercial purposes. Second, this rising desirability, following basic supply-and-demand principles, leads to higher property values and rents in an uncontrolled market. Third, gentrification leads to a shift in the demographics of a neighborhood. This shift can change not only the socioeconomic and racial composition of the area but also the community’s character, as residential and commercial options begin to reflect the preferences of the new arrivals to the neighborhood. Much has been written and discussed about the nature of gentrification and its impacts on communities. Less has appeared in the legal literature focusing on one specific catalyst for gentrification—improvements to the environment.

Environmental gentrification is a term used by social scientists to refer to the process by which environmental cleanups, or other improvements to environmental health, spur the cycle of gentrification. Where land or waterways have been contaminated, cleanup of those resources often leads to renewed interest in the surrounding areas by developers and more affluent tenants and homebuyers. This is particularly the case in urban areas where the quantity of usable land is limited. In such areas, environmental contamination may have long contributed to depressing property values below what the market would otherwise support; removal of that contamina-
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tion may make these neighborhoods instant targets for new residential entrants and new development. In the same way, recovery of natural resources and open land may make the surrounding communities immediately desirable. When that happens, communities that have long been subject to the ill effects of environmental contamination may gain relief only to face pressures on other fronts, including rising rents and property taxes.

While environmental law has much to say about facilitating environmental improvements, it has had few entry points to date for addressing the impacts of environmental gentrification. These impacts include reduced affordability, displacement, and corresponding loss of community, all of which may undermine the ability of environmental laws to achieve environmental justice goals. Moreover, these impacts also have the potential to reverse efforts toward urban sustainability. Thus, environmental law may work at cross-purposes with itself: while traditional environmental laws encourage environmental cleanups, their failure to respond to the broader issue of affordable housing means that urban areas may be far from sustainable in a larger sense. This Article examines the divide that often exists between environmental law and affordable housing and explains why the problem of environmental gentrification is one for environmental law to solve. Finally, it suggests some legal tools to consider when confronting this phenomenon.
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INTRODUCTION

For observers of the urban landscape, the concept of gentrification\(^1\) is nothing new. The exact parameters of gentrification have been notoriously difficult to define.\(^2\) Broadly speaking, however, gentrification refers to changes in a neighborhood that occur as “higher-income groups move into low-income areas, potentially altering the cultural and financial landscape of the original neighborhood.”\(^3\) Among other factors,

---

1. The term “gentrification” was first coined by Ruth Glass, an urban geographer, who used it to describe changes occurring in London in the 1960s. Glass defined gentrification as “the process of middle- and upper-class households moving into distressed working-class neighborhoods, upgrading the derelict housing stock, and eventually displacing the working-class residents, thereby changing the social character of the neighborhood.” Diane K. Levy, Jennifer Comey & Sandra Padilla, In the Face of Gentrification: Case Studies of Local Efforts to Mitigate Displacement, 16 J. AFFORDABLE HOUSING & COMMUNITY DEV. L. 238, 239 (2007) (paraphrasing Glass).
2. See, e.g., id. (“There is no agreed-upon definition of gentrification . . . .”).
the decades-long transition to a service economy, a generational shift in housing preferences, and employment by young professionals in jobs located in the city have all led to increases in the cost of housing in many communities around the country. The shortage of affordable housing stock in many parts of the country means that as new residents flood into neighborhoods, existing residents may be pushed out either into adjacent areas or into the surrounding suburbs.

The process of gentrification has many triggers that vary by city and by community. This Article, however, is focused on one gentrification catalyst in particular: environmental improvements that attract new, more affluent residents into areas that have long been contaminated by environmental hazards or have been impaired by a lack of open recreational space. For instance, actions such as remediating contaminated streams, liberating waterways from old enclosures, and providing additional green space for the community often have the perhaps logical and foreseeable result of increasing residential and commercial demand, raising property values, and spurring new development.

Often, plans for improvement for a given area do not adequately factor in the likely impacts of cleanup on residents who have lived in the area—alongside environmental harms or insufficiencies—for many years. Owing to a variety of socio-
economic and political factors, neighborhoods made less desirable by environmental conditions are often home to communities of color, low-income populations, or both. These neighborhoods also have higher percentages of home rental versus ownership, making residents less likely to be able to capture any increase in value. These residents are susceptible to displacement as a result of environmental improvements and may ultimately be ill-positioned to enjoy the benefits that come from neighborhood changes. The potential for displacement from environmental improvements is often insufficiently considered in planning processes. In more recent years, a better collective understanding of environmental gentrification has increased its role in conversations about the likely impacts of projects on the existing population. But even where planners consider these potential impacts, project developments generally contain few concrete protections from increases in rent, property values, and housing demand.


12. NEJAC REPORT, supra note 9, at 1 (“Citizens living in urban, poor, and people-of-color communities are currently threatened by gentrification, displacement, and equity loss on a scale unprecedented since the Urban Renewal movement of the 1960s.”).

13. See, e.g., GOULD & LEWIS, supra note 4, at 115 (“The social equity pillar has, for the most part, been ignored or at least de-emphasized in urban sustainability policy.”); Winifred Curran & Trina Hamilton, Introduction to JUST GREEN ENOUGH: URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL GENTRIFICATION 1 (Winifred Curran & Trina Hamilton eds., 2018).

14. See, e.g., GOULD & LEWIS, supra note 4, at 115; Curran & Hamilton, supra note 13, at 1.

15. Cf. GOULD & LEWIS, supra note 4, at 116–17 (noting that New York City’s sustainability plan under Mayor Michael Bloomberg, PlaNYC, included a nod to social equity issues but did not incorporate housing needs in a concrete way).
Displacement may be harmful to communities on many levels. First, the need to relocate due to rising costs, landlord pressures, or both may result in housing insecurity for renters. Second, departure of existing residents and the influx of new residents may lead to changes in neighborhood services, triggering further relocation of residents who are dissatisfied with those changes or find that the community no longer suits their needs. When existing residents—many of whom may have long suffered the ill effects of environmental pollution—depart, they are deprived of the opportunity to enjoy environmental improvements in their neighborhoods. In this way, displacement raises environmental justice concerns stemming from the inequitable distribution of both environmental burdens and environmental access. For communities at risk for displacement, that lack of equity in the distribution of environmental harms and benefits may foster skepticism about whether or not they will see any benefit from environmental cleanups.


17. Diana Becker Cutts et al., U.S. Housing Insecurity and the Health of Very Young Children, 101 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 1508, 1508 (2011) (“The Department of Health and Human Services has defined housing insecurity as high housing costs in proportion to income, poor housing quality, unstable neighborhoods, overcrowding, or homelessness.”).


21. Cf. Miller, supra note 18, at 107–14 (describing the views of some residents in Gowanus, Brooklyn, that the Superfund designation of the Gowanus Canal will not benefit long-term residents and land uses); Paul Stanton Kibel, The Urban Nexus: Open Space, Brownfields, and Justice, 25 B.C. ENVTL. AFF. L. REV. 589, 607 (1998) (describing skepticism on the part of low-income communities and communities of color at the outset of the brownfields program due to fears that community members would not ultimately benefit from the remediation activities).
Environmental law is increasingly focused on the importance of urban sustainability. Efforts in this area take two primary forms: first, a growing appreciation of the overall sustainability of urban spaces versus other forms of communities coupled with efforts to shrink the footprint and impacts of low-density development; and second, the specific tasks of making urban areas themselves more sustainable. The success of the former endeavor depends on the success of the latter: urban spaces cannot provide a needed fix to low-density development if they themselves suffer from environmental harms. As many urban areas move toward aspects of sustainability like energy efficiency, improved water quality, and increased green space, however, the lockstep of environmental improvements and displacement becomes concerning from both justice and sustainability perspectives.

Environmental improvement projects may occur because of work under federal statutes, state statutes, or local land use planning efforts. Generally speaking, however, the environmental law framework at any level is ill-equipped to address the challenge of gentrification. Environmental law was not initially designed to address concerns about displacement and equity. And beyond mere statutory and regulatory silence, there has long been both a perceived and real divide between environmental law and affordable housing concerns. The goals of justice and environmental protection, however, call for a stronger partnership between the two areas. Such a partnership could potentially be forged in a number of ways, and the fields of environmental justice and sustainable development offer insights into how and why environmental law should bridge the gap. More specifically, communities attempting to prevent some of the negative consequences of environmental gentrification have various tools at their disposal, including adaptations of environmental advocacy and lawyering, along with

---

23. Id.
24. Id.
better utilization of land use policies to prioritize communities and investments.\(^4\)

Many ideas about gentrification have been expressed elsewhere, along with proposals for how to make land use laws more progressive and how to better protect affordable housing.\(^5\) This Article is distinct, however, in devoting its sole attention to the question of environmental gentrification and grappling with the complicated relationship between environmental law and affordable housing within that gentrification process. To explore these questions, Part I describes the phenomenon of environmental gentrification, the various forms that it may take around the United States, and both the benefits and drawbacks that the trend may have for communities and natural resources. Part II analyzes the environmental legal framework that facilitates urban cleanups and rehabilitation and explains the difficulty in using that same framework to prevent or remedy displacement. Part III addresses the perceived and real divide that has long existed between environmental law and affordable housing, and some of the legal structures that have facilitated that separation. Finally, Part IV offers suggestions for how environmental law might become more oriented to questions of displacement and its negative impacts. These suggestions include the acknowledgment of frameworks that might weigh in favor of incorporating housing concerns into environmental law, as well as tools that might be available to stem the effects of displacement. Ultimately, this Article calls on environmental law and environmental lawyers to better acknowledge the connections between the human population and the environment, and to develop new ways to distribute the benefits that come from improvements to the natural environment more equitably.

I. ENVIRONMENTAL GENTRIFICATION

As noted, gentrification can perhaps best be said to refer to the process by which the relocation of higher-income house-

\(^4\) See infra Part IV.
holds to lower-income neighborhoods leads to the displacement of existing residents.  

Environmental gentrification, in turn, is a term utilized by social scientists but relatively unexamined in the legal literature. The term is used to refer to the process by which improvements to the environment serve as the catalyst for gentrification. The cycle is straightforward: as environmental improvements are made to a neighborhood, an increased number of people find the neighborhood desirable, resulting in rising housing prices and property taxes. In communities where average income levels are low, existing residents often lack the ability to capture the value of the environmental improvements and may find it necessary to relocate.

30. See, e.g., Levy et al., supra note 1, at 239 (“There is no agreed-upon definition of gentrification . . . .”).

31. See generally, e.g., Curran & Hamilton, supra note 13; Sarah Dooling, Making Just Green Enough Advocacy Resilient: Diverse Economies, Ecosystem Engineers and Livelihood Strategies for Low-Carbon Futures, in JUST GREEN ENOUGH, supra note 13; Melissa Checker, Wiped Out by the ‘Greenwave’: Environmental Gentrification and the Paradoxical Politics of Urban Sustainability, 23 CITY & SOC’Y 210 (2011); Jennifer R. Wolch, Jason Byrne & Joshua P. Newell, Urban Green Space, Public Health, and Environmental Justice: The Challenge of Making Cities ‘Just Green Enough’, 125 LANDSCAPE & URB. PLAN. 234 (2014); H. Spencer Banzhaf & Randall P. Walsh, Do People Vote With Their Feet?: An Empirical Test of Environmental Gentrification 6–10 (Resources for the Future Discussion Paper No. 06-10, 2006); see also, e.g., GOULD & LEWIS, supra note 4, at 12 (noting that scholars have also used the terms “green gentrification” and “ecological gentrification”).


33. See, e.g., Banzhaf, supra note 7, at 18.

34. See, e.g., Banzhaf & Walsh, supra note 31, at 24–25 (“In a world where households sort in response to changes in environmental quality, the bulk of the benefits of a policy that cleans up dirtier neighborhoods where the poor live may actually be captured by rich households. As the neighborhood amenity improves, wealthier households may move in, driving up rents. If the poor do not own their homes, landlords would capture the capital appreciation of the local housing, while the poor would pay higher rents. This ‘environmental gentrification’ may more than offset the direct gain of the environmental improvement, leaving the original residents worse off.”); Banzhaf, supra note 7, at 18; Checker, supra note 31, at 212 (“Environmental gentrification describes the convergence of urban redevelopment, ecologically-minded initiatives and environmental justice activism in an era of advanced capitalism.”).
In this way, environmental gentrification looks much the same as other forms of gentrification. But the role of environmental cleanups in encouraging this kind of change in communities raises unique issues that necessitate exploration.

Environmental law has a consequential role in facilitating (or in certain cases, mandating) cleanups. At the broadest level, environmental law tends to encourage environmental improvements. Many urban environments face challenges like poor air and water quality, lack of water availability, waste-disposal insufficiencies, and high energy consumption. Environmental advocates and policymakers alike have long looked to environmental law to offer solutions for solving such problems, including use of the National Environmental Policy Act to identify the environmental impacts of planned urban development; the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation & Liability Act (CERCLA) and related statutes to remediate polluted urban areas; the mandates of the Clean Water Act to improve urban streams; and a variety of other environmental and land use tools. Such improvements have many positive benefits to offer communities and the environment at large. Where these legitimate environmental improvements also act as triggers for the gentrification process they may bring negative consequences that undermine the goals of environmental law and environmental justice. With that in mind, this Part will first detail some of the ways in which environmental law is

---

35. Cf. NEJAC REPORT, supra note 9, at 2 (noting displacement pressures often faced by communities of color in gentrifying neighborhoods and challenges in obtaining new housing within the same community).
36. See, e.g., Eagle, supra note 29, at 329 (explaining how gentrification in housing does not benefit many existing residents).
37. Cf. James L. Huffman, Markets, Regulation, and Environmental Protection, 55 MONT. L. REV. 425, 425 (1994) (“Most of the environmental improvement has resulted from government regulation—the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the Resources Conservation and Recovery Act, and so on and so on.”).
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being used to improve the urban environment around the country and then explore the consequences of those actions.

A. Urban Environmental Improvements

Around the United States and the world, cities are working to improve their environmental health and amenities. National efforts in urban areas to address environmental hazards and improve the quality of the environment for urban residents are too plentiful, and too varied in type and size, to comprehensively list in this Article. A handful of examples may be illustrative, however, in demonstrating the kinds of work going on around the country. To offer a survey of some key environmental improvement actions currently taking place in cities, this Section will focus on (1) remediation of urban brownfields, (2) cleanup of water bodies or “daylighting” of urban streams, (3) efforts to provide additional green space in communities, and (4) the incorporation of urban sustainability in planning processes.

1. Contaminated Land

In most urban environments, some percentage of land is likely to have had a prior life as an industrial or manufacturing site. Where that is the case, the land is often contaminated by hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants involved in its prior use. Such sites may be referred to as “brownfields” in instances where the pollution involved is below a certain statutory threshold. Where more extensive contamination is present, the sites may warrant placement on the National Priority List, making them eligible for cleanup under CERCLA or similar programs at the state level. There are no precise statistics on how many of these contaminated sites exist, but the

42. See, e.g., Gould & Lewis, supra note 4, at 165.
43. Id.
44. See, e.g., Fox, supra note 40, at 1219.
number of proposed and currently contaminated sites on the National Priority List is over one thousand, while the number of brownfields may be closer to 450,000 sites nationwide. These sites can have extensive negative health impacts for those living nearby in the form of water contamination, emissions of dangerous vapors, foreclosure of the possibility of green or other recreational space, and others. Due to a host of historic and socioeconomic factors, a disproportionate number of contaminated sites are concentrated in low-income communities and communities of color. As a consequence, these communities are exposed to greater health issues resulting from contamination than other populations.

Remediating urban brownfields may eliminate health hazards and otherwise increase enjoyment of the space for affected communities. The brownfield remediation process generally involves either removal of contaminated soil or treatment of the soil in situ, combined with other methods for containing and monitoring any hazardous materials. As remediation of contaminated sites takes place in a neighborhood, residents’ increased enjoyment is often reflected in a change in property


50. See, e.g., Overview of the Brownfields Program, supra note 45.


52. See, e.g., Banzhaf & McCormick, supra note 32, at 33 (noting that “cross-sectional studies consistently find poorer or minority households near [locally undesirable land uses]” such as brownfields); Paul Stanton Kibel, Los Angeles’ Cornfield: An Old Blueprint for New Greenspace, 23 STAN. ENVTL. L.J. 275, 316 (2004); Lindsey Dillon, Cleaning Up Toxic Sites Isn’t Always as Good for the Community as You Might Think, GRIST (July 15, 2017), http://grist.org/article/cleaning-up-toxic-sites-isnt-always-as-good-for-the-community-as-you-might-think/ [https://perma.cc/4ENT-VACS]; see also infra Section IV.A.1.


54. See, e.g., Brownfields and Public Health, supra note 51.

values for the surrounding community. Such increases in property values have long been an expected part of the remediation process. Indeed, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has an online introduction to brownfields that includes as part of its description of “benefits to communities” the fact that brownfields remediation “can increase residential property values 5%–15.2% near brownfields sites when cleanup is completed.” Those increased property values, spurred by the elimination of an environmental hazard, tend to encourage more extensive development. Some of these impacts may be seen before cleanup is even initiated, as developers vie for ownership of land that is expected to be more valuable after the cleanup.

2. Improvement of Water Bodies

Another common mechanism by which cities enhance their urban environments is through improvements to their water bodies. Urban waters face unique and substantial pollution threats; in addition to often having been historical dumping grounds for industrial pollutants, they regularly take on pollution from a multitude of sources, including automobiles, residential and commercial wastewater, trash, and sewage and stormwater runoff. These same waterways have also often had the natural course of their water altered or covered over for reasons of health or convenience. To address these harms, improvements may be conducted either by remediating contam-

---

57. See, e.g., NEJAC REPORT, supra note 9, at 1.
58. See *Overview of the Brownfields Program*, supra note 45 (citing Kevin Haninger et al., *The Value of Brownfield Remediation*, 4 J. ASS’N ENVTL. & RESOURCE ECON. 197 (2017)).
inated sources or by “daylighting”—the process of uncovering urban water bodies that were previously buried.62

Remediation of contaminated water sources is often an important part of improving the urban environment.63 This remediation may take the form of waste removal, stricter controls on discharges into the water, restoration of wetlands and other natural features, and other cleanup actions.64 A related and currently popular strategy that cities may employ is “daylighting” urban streams. As noted, “daylighting” refers to the process of “deliberately expos[ing] some or all of the flow of a previously covered river, creek, or stormwater drain.”65 Urban waterways in their natural state have seasonally variable flow levels.66 Once those waterways are surrounded by urban development, however, they are cut off from nearby wetlands and other natural features that absorb excess water. Thus, seasonal variations in water level may result in flooding of the surrounding development.67 To stem these effects, many cities created artificial culverts for their urban water bodies, along with tunnels through which the water could flow.68 These controls effectively eliminated urban streams as part of the surface environment.69 In the past several decades, awareness has grown regarding the negative impacts that such culverts can create in terms of water quality, flooding, and reduction of

62. See, e.g., id.
63. See, e.g., Why Urban Waters?, supra note 60.
64. See, e.g., Why Urban Waters?, supra note 60.
69. See, e.g., Kibel, supra note 52, at 284 (describing the process by which the Los Angeles River was confined to a culvert); Love, supra note 68, at 347 (explaining how Salt Lake City’s City Creek was put into a culvert).
green space available to the community. In response, cities have turned to daylighting to reverse some of these ill effects and improve the urban aquatic environment.

Whether remediating a water body in its existing form or restoring a stream to its more natural state, the result is a revived urban amenity that can provide greater aesthetic and recreational opportunities for the neighborhood, control flooding, and eliminate certain environmental health hazards. Echoing the disproportionate impacts of brownfields, the communities experiencing the worst aspects of urban water pollution are in many cases low-income communities and communities of color. And as with brownfields remediation, improvements to urban waterways may provide a great deal of relief to community members who have been living with contamination nearby or who have not previously enjoyed the open space that daylighted streams can offer. These improvements, however, also have the tendency to make the neighborhood more desirable to residents outside the community.

3. Enhanced Green Space

Environmental remediation may also come in the form of creating open park space for recreation and other uses. Many urban neighborhoods lack open space for residents, particularly low-income communities and communities of color, who experience disproportionate barriers to access to green space as compared to more affluent or white communities. While the existence of truly vacant urban land for creation of new parks is rare, many municipalities have adopted creative approaches to greening the urban environment. For instance, some cities around the country have worked to convert abandoned railroad


71. Id. at 9.

72. See, e.g., Bliss, supra note 61.


74. Such projects provide both opportunities for recreation and environmental benefits in the form of rainwater retention, increased vegetation for carbon capture, and others. Cf. Gould & Lewis, supra note 4, at 25–26.

75. Wolch et al., supra note 31, at 296.
tracks or other unused infrastructure into new park space.76 Some of the most high-profile examples of this kind of project include the High Line in New York City,77 the 606 in Chicago,78 the BeltLine in Atlanta,79 and similar projects.80 While these projects differ widely in their details, they have all used an influx of cleanup funding to create open—and often more interconnected—urban recreational areas. For example, both the High Line and the 606 eliminated eyesores in the form of abandoned rail lines and introduced new park space into urban neighborhoods.81 More ambitious projects may add substantially more recreational space; for instance, the Atlanta BeltLine includes 1,300 acres of new green space and will link

---


77. The High Line is a project on the West Side of Lower Manhattan that turned abandoned freight rail tracks into a 1.5-mile-long stretch of walking paths and art space. See High Line, HIGH LINE NETWORK, http://network.thehighline.org/projects/high-line/ (last visited Nov. 23, 2018) [https://perma.cc/AF4C-ECHK]; see also HIGH LINE, http://www.thehighline.org/ (last visited Nov. 23, 2018) [https://perma.cc/Y9T7-9QVF].

78. The 606 is a 2.7-mile linear park created from an abandoned rail line on Chicago’s northwest side. See The 606, HIGH LINE NETWORK, http://network.thehighline.org/projects/the-606/ (last visited Nov. 23, 2018) [https://perma.cc/DJ6M-UEE5].

79. The Atlanta BeltLine is a planned “loop of parks, trails, transit, and affordable housing that circles the City of Atlanta. Built mostly in abandoned railway corridors, it will include 33 miles of multi-use trails, 22 miles of light rail transit, 1,300 acres of new greenspace, and 1,100 acres of remediated brownfields.” See Atlanta BeltLine, HIGH LINE NETWORK, http://network.thehighline.org/projects/atlanta-beltline/ (last visited Nov. 23, 2018) [https://perma.cc/EV2P-5ECK].

80. In addition to these projects, members of the High Line Network, a nationwide organization for likeminded projects, include the 11th Street Bridge Park in Washington, DC; Bayou Greenways 2020 in Houston, Texas; Buffalo Bayou in Houston, Texas; Crissy Field in San Francisco, California; Dequindre Cut in Detroit, Michigan; Klyde Warren Park in Dallas, Texas; the Lowline in New York City; Presidio Tunnel Tops in San Francisco, California; QueensWay in Queens, New York; Rail Park in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; River LA in Los Angeles, California; the Bentway in Toronto, Canada; the Underline in Miami, Florida; Trinity River Park in Dallas, Texas; Walter Creek in Austin, Texas; and Waterfront Seattle in Seattle, Washington. See Projects, HIGH LINE NETWORK, http://network.thehighline.org/projects/ (last visited Nov. 23, 2018) [https://perma.cc/VTY9-82EF].
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forty-five city neighborhoods once complete.\textsuperscript{82} Other cities are improving waterfront areas,\textsuperscript{83} covering highways,\textsuperscript{84} and adding park space above, below, and alongside transit\textsuperscript{85} in order to provide these new amenities. Conversion of underutilized or abandoned infrastructure into spaces more readily accessible for public use and enjoyment has the potential to improve the quality of life of nearby residents and the health of the urban environment.\textsuperscript{86}

4. Sustainability Planning

Finally, the general concept of “greening” the urban environment by using planning processes to make cities more sustainable is an ongoing project around the country. While broader in scope than the other suggested forms of environmental remediation, sustainability planning has been a significant contributor to the overall rise in urban property values.\textsuperscript{87} This kind of planning has many possible conceptions and definitions and may encompass activities like increasing tree cover, improving air quality and energy efficiency,\textsuperscript{88} finding ways to

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{82} Atlanta BeltLine, supra note 79.
  \item \textsuperscript{83} Buffalo Bayou, HIGH LINE NETWORK, http://network.thehighline.org/projects/buffalo-bayou (last visited Nov. 23, 2018) [https://perma.cc/VHF2-Y3G6].
  \item \textsuperscript{84} Klyde Warren Park, HIGH LINE NETWORK, http://network.thehighline.org/projects/klyde-warren-park/ (last visited Nov. 23, 2018) [https://perma.cc/QE8N-5FR3].
  \item \textsuperscript{85} See, e.g., The Underline, HIGH LINE NETWORK, http://network.thehighline.org/projects/the-underline/ (last visited Nov. 23, 2018) [https://perma.cc/2V46-W9XK].
  \item \textsuperscript{86} See, e.g., David Fagundes, \textit{Buying Happiness: Property, Acquisition, and Subjective Well-Being}, 58 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1851, 1907 n.253 (2017) (noting that “[n]umerous studies detail the positive impact of urban green spaces on residents’ happiness”); John R. Nolon, \textit{Enhancing the Urban Environment Through Green Infrastructure}, 46 ENVTL. L. REP. NEWS & ANALYSIS 10071, 10072 (2016); Nicole D. Porter, \textit{Expanding Public Safety in the Era of Black Lives Matter}, 70 U. MIAMI L. REV. 533, 543 (2016) (noting that “[u]rban green space has been shown to increase perceptions of safety that may be caused by strengthening connections to one’s neighborhood and facilitating social interaction among residents due to improvements in shared community space”).
  \item \textsuperscript{88} Nolon, supra note 86, at 10079.
\end{itemize}
lower a city’s overall carbon footprint,\(^89\) decreasing the number of impermeable surfaces found in the urban environment,\(^90\) and many others.\(^91\)

This kind of planning may include some of the site-specific remediation activities already noted but may also occur in the form of a city-wide planning effort.\(^92\) The focus of these general efforts is more diffuse, and it may be difficult to isolate particular neighborhood impacts of general sustainability planning.\(^93\) But the improvement of environmental conditions in general increases the value of urban property.\(^94\) Thus, overall reductions in air pollution and contaminated runoff, and gains in areas like energy efficiency, can stimulate overall increases in city housing costs.\(^95\)

### B. Benefits and Drawbacks of Urban Environmental Improvements

As detailed above, renewed attention to environmental problems necessarily results in changing circumstances for the individuals living nearby. The elimination of negative environmental conditions can be a great boon to those who previously suffered negative impacts from those sites.\(^96\) Such enhance-

---

91. *Id.*
93. *Id.*
95. *Id.*
96. See NEJAC REPORT, *supra* note 9, at 2 (noting that low-income communities and communities of color are “anxious to see their neighborhoods revitalized”).
ments in environmental conditions make affected neighborhoods more desirable to both current residents and to newcomers. Basic supply-and-demand principles dictate that heightened desirability will lead to increases in home values. Thus, a steep rise in the cost to live in these areas is not uncommon as polluted sites are remediated, additional water or green space becomes available, or formerly unusable spaces transform into desirable recreational areas. Those who own property in the neighborhood may experience increased financial health through the appreciation of a significant asset, whether they decide to continue living in the same location or to relocate. And homeowners and nonhomeowners alike may appreciate the additional investments in the neighborhood that accompany these rising values, such as an increased number of businesses and available services.

However, urban environmental improvements may also come with a set of unintended negative consequences. Simply put, rising property values may increase the cost of living in a neighborhood to the point that long-term residents can no longer remain in place. For example, in the span of four

97. See Banzhaf, supra note 7, at 18 (“[W]hen neighborhoods improve, demand increases and housing values rise. But housing prices may rise by more than existing residents’ values for the environment, as richer gentrifying households bid up housing values by their own higher willingness to pay for the improvement.”).

98. See, e.g., Karrie Jacobs, The High Line Network Tackles Gentrification, ARCHITECT MAG., Oct. 17, 2017, at 111, 114 (“Transforming an eyesore into an amenity is almost guaranteed to boost real estate values in the surrounding area.”).


100. See, e.g., Levy et al., supra note 1, at 238 (“Increased housing prices themselves are not a problem per se. It is when costs increase in predominantly lower-income neighborhoods where residents’ incomes do not keep pace that displacement can occur. As housing prices increase, lower-income households are at risk of being pushed out or prevented from moving into certain geographic areas because of the prohibitive costs and limited household earnings. It is this geographic component, along with restricted economic opportunities, that makes gentrification-related displacement a problem.”).

101. See, e.g., Richard Lazarus, Pursuing “Environmental Justice”: The Distributional Effects of Environmental Protection, 87 NW. U. L. REV. 787, 795 (1993) (“Inequities in the ultimate distribution of environmental protection benefits may also result, paradoxically, from environmental improvement itself. A cleaner physical environment may increase property values to such an extent that members of a racial minority with fewer economic resources can no longer afford to live in that community.”).
years as the BeltLine project in Atlanta was being constructed, the value of homes in Atlanta within a half-mile of the BeltLine rose between 17.9 percent and 26.6 percent more than homes elsewhere in the city.102 Although the cumulative impact of the project is difficult to quantify, similar leaps in property values have been seen in neighborhoods situated alongside new park projects103 in cities both large and small.104 In many cities, low-income residents are disproportionately more likely to rent versus own their homes.105 Renters are likely to be the most sensitive to increased housing costs and the least able to capture the increased value in their homes. Thus, as the affordable housing stock declines due to rent increases or loss of units,106 the corresponding rise in cost of living has the potential to force residents to move, uprooting long-established communities in the process. Even for homeowners, the increased property taxes that accompany the spike in property values may prove to be unsustainable if the homeowner’s income does not rise in step with the real estate market.107

Examples of this phenomenon can be seen around the country. As explained above, cities nationwide have been converting abandoned railroad lines and other infrastructure into usable park areas. These conversion projects, such as the aforementioned High Line in New York City and 606 in Chicago,


104. Jacobs, supra note 98.


have arguably caused or accelerated rises in property values and have spurred concerns about displacement and lack of access for current residents.\textsuperscript{108} In another example, Washington, D.C. has begun efforts to clean up the long-contaminated Anacostia River and to construct a new bridge and park space, creating a new link from the Anacostia neighborhood to the rest of the city.\textsuperscript{109} This project has led to an influx of new residential construction and an anticipated shift in neighborhood demographics as affluent, young, white professionals have begun to move into an area that historically housed an almost entirely lower-income and African American population.\textsuperscript{110} The same dynamic has been observed in Los Angeles, where efforts to naturalize parts of the Los Angeles River in a highly industrialized section of the city have caused developers to flock to the site, attracted by the promise of additional green space in an area where such space is at a premium.\textsuperscript{111} Additional examples from around the country abound.\textsuperscript{112}

As noted above, such property value increases accompanying environmental improvements are foreseeable. And for individuals who can no longer afford the neighborhood, there may be little choice but to relocate once these improvements take hold.\textsuperscript{113} Still other residents may face more subtle displacement as the shops, services, and community that they once valued leave the neighborhood due to increased costs, lack of business, or both.\textsuperscript{114} Such housing pressures may be most acute

\begin{flushleft}
\hspace{1cm}110. See, e.g., id.
\hspace{1cm}112. See, e.g., Sisson, supra note 108.
\hspace{1cm}113. Cf. Courtney Lauren Anderson, \textit{You Cannot Afford to Live Here}, 44 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 247, 273 (2017) (noting an example of the pressures created in Thomasville, Georgia when nearby communities experienced revitalization that funneled higher numbers of low-income residents into Thomasville).
\hspace{1cm}114. Cf. Jessica Ty Miller, \textit{The Production of Green: Gentrification and Social Change}, in \textit{JUST GREEN ENOUGH}, supra note 13, at 107, 111–13 (noting resident concerns about a loss of services and an influx of new business); NEJAC REPORT,
\end{flushleft}
in some of the larger cities already mentioned but can impact smaller urban environments as well.\textsuperscript{115} Thus, some of the negative consequences that individuals may face where environmental improvement projects spur displacement include loss of home and community ties,\textsuperscript{116} increased difficulty finding or commuting to work,\textsuperscript{117} and suburbanized poverty.\textsuperscript{118}


\textsuperscript{116} See, e.g., David A. Super, \textit{A New New Property}, 113 Colum. L. Rev. 1773, 1818–19 (2013) (“Low-income people’s lack of financial wealth makes noneconomic wealth proportionately more important. After their families, one of the most valuable assets low-income people have is their ties to their communities.”); \textit{Managing the Potential Undesirable Impacts of Urban Regeneration: Gentrification and the Loss of Social Capital}, WORLD BANK, https://urban-regeneration.worldbank.org/node/45 (last visited Dec. 1, 2018) [https://perma.cc/83C3-4ZZK] (“A second unwanted consequence of regeneration projects—related to gentrification and out-migration of the original population—is the loss of social capital, or community ties. Broadly speaking, social capital can be defined as a set of social norms of conduct, knowledge, mutual obligations and expectations, and reciprocity and trust that are widespread within a given region or community. The concept is also connected with social networks.”). Some scholars have called into question, however, the value of community ties, or social capital, for members of the community. See, e.g., Stephanie M. Stern, \textit{The Dark Side of Town: The Social Capital Revolution in Residential Property Law}, 99 Va. L. Rev. 811, 811 (2013) (questioning the benefits of social capital). Lack of concern about loss of social capital eliminates some, but not all, of the issues raised regarding environmental gentrification.

To the extent that environmental gentrification sets in motion waves of relocation from communities that have long been impacted by negative environmental conditions, distributonal justice becomes a pressing concern. As noted previously, low-income communities and communities of color experience disproportionate levels of environmental contamination. In many cases, these communities’ members are the main drivers for change. Where these community members are unable to enjoy the benefits of environmental improvements even after they have long been subject to the neighborhood’s harms or inadequacies, questions arise as to what segments of society should get to experience environmental benefits. Such concerns have been discussed often in the context of environmental justice advocacy and gain a fresh poignancy in the context of environmental gentrification.

color, mostly African Americans, also moved out. And those who left didn’t move to nicer areas. Pushed out by gentrification, most settled on the city’s eastern edges... where the sidewalks, grocery stores and parks grow sparse, and access to public transit is limited. As a result, the part of Portland famous for its livability—for charming shops and easy transit, walkable streets and abundant bike paths—increasingly belongs to affluent whites.

In a reversal from trends in preceding decades, when poverty tended to be concentrated in the inner city, there is now evidence of a growth in poverty in suburban neighborhoods. Recent testimony from the Brookings Institution before the Ways & Means Committee of the United States House of Representatives described a shift in the nation’s geography of the nation’s poor during the 2000s, noting that “[for the first time, suburbs became home to more poor residents than cities.” The Changing Geography of U.S. Poverty: Hearings Before the H. Ways & Means Comm., 115th Cong. (Feb. 15, 2017) (testimony of Elizabeth Kneebone, Brookings Inst.). While the extent to which this holds true will of course vary based on the suburb in question, researchers have found evidence of a national increase in suburban poverty rates. Todd Swanstrom, The Local Government Dating Game: Metropolitan Development and City-County Merger, 34 ST. LOUIS U. PUB. L. REV. 71, 77 (2014) (describing “a national trend of growing suburban poverty”). The shift toward suburban poverty raises unique issues for communities, who may be unused to addressing the unique needs of residents facing poverty, as well as for social service organizations, whose infrastructure may not be well suited to the lower densities of suburban residents. And those residents who move from a low-income neighborhood in the central city to one in the suburbs may find themselves facing familiar problems but lacking the support structures on which they have previously relied to solve them.

See supra Introduction.

See, e.g., GOULD & LEWIS, supra note 4, at 140 (describing the role of UPROSE, a community organization in Sunset Park, Brooklyn, as a leader in the fight for neighborhood environmental improvements).

See, e.g., NEJAC REPORT, supra note 9, at 19 (“It is central to the notion of environmental justice that no population bears a disproportionate exposure to environmental hazards. In the same spirit, no population should consistently pay
Environmental justice, at its core, is aimed at preventing unequal distribution of environmental burdens.\textsuperscript{122} It has moved beyond that original definition, however, to encompass concerns about unequal access to environmental benefits.\textsuperscript{123} Where low-income communities or communities of color have suffered unequal environmental burdens due to contamination or lack of access to green space, community members and environmental justice advocates might suggest remedying that inequity through one of the mechanisms of environmental remediation described above.\textsuperscript{124} But if remediation is followed by displacement of the very community it was intended to serve, then the environmental justice goal of equal access to environmental protection may not be met.\textsuperscript{125} This doesn't mean that remediation should not occur in the first place, but that attention to the impacts of that remediation on the community is important.

II. ENVIRONMENTAL LAW MEETS ENVIRONMENTAL GENTRIFICATION

The basic methods for securing the kinds of environmental improvement projects described above are found in traditional environmental law, including federal, state, and local programs. For instance, as noted, CERCLA and related statutes make cleanups of many contaminated sites possible; the Clean Water Act may serve as a tool to push the cleanup of urban a disproportionate price for the cleanup and revitalization of the neighborhoods in which they live.\textsuperscript{126} See also Rigolon & Nemeth, supra note 106, at 72.

\textsuperscript{122} Sandra Richardson, \textit{Environmental Justice: A Tool for Community Empowerment}, COLO. LAW., Dec. 1998, at 55 (“The idea and purpose of the environmental justice movement is to prevent an inequitable distribution of environmental burdens on minority and low-income communities.”).

\textsuperscript{123} Catherine Millas Kaiman, \textit{Environmental Justice and Community-Based Reparations}, 39 SEATTLE U. L. REV. 1327, 1338 (2016) (“Today, environmental justice can encompass many traditional civil rights fights such as housing equality, access to transportation, access to healthcare, access to education and economic opportunities, as well as more traditional environmental justice issues such as contaminated water, soil, and air.”); see also Julia C. Rinne & Carol E. Dinkins, \textit{Environmental Justice: Merging Environmental Law and Ethics}, NAT. RESOURCES & ENV'T, Winter 2011, at 3 (noting that “[t]he environmental justice movement seeks to create equal access to ecological resources and equal protection from environmental hazards for all persons”); Rigolon & Nemeth, supra note 106, at 72.

\textsuperscript{124} See supra Section I.A.

\textsuperscript{125} See supra note 121.
waterways; and an increasing focus on environmental planning tools makes possible and furthers urban commitments to sustainable planning. It is often difficult, however, to use these same legal mechanisms to address the potential negative consequences of urban environmental impacts. Environmental law as it currently stands does not provide a clear path forward to those who may value the improvements it offers but fear the impacts that such cleanups will have on affected communities.

This disconnect occurs, generally, because the harms resulting from environmental gentrification are outside the scope of impacts contemplated by drafters of the laws being employed. Simply put, the major federal environmental laws are aimed at addressing harm to the physical environment, not social harm. Other aspects of environmental law, including planning statutes designed to take overall impacts into account, are similarly ill-suited to address the particular issues raised by environmental gentrification. Moreover, there is generally a decision-making divide between environmental and housing matters. Environmental agencies have recognized this disconnect and have tried to address it in various ways. But while a number of modifications have been made to environmental laws to confront some of these issues, those impacted negatively by environmental gentrification are still generally left without a remedy. This Part will describe some of the reasons why efforts to use environmental law and rely on environmental decisionmakers to address those issues face a number of hurdles.

126. See supra Section I.A.
128. Id.
130. See, e.g., Rigolon & Nemeth, supra note 106, at 75.
A. Federal and State Environmental Statutory and Regulatory Protections

The first line of defense against environmental contamination in a community is often to use traditional pollution control statutes, which aim to regulate emissions into air and water and provide mechanisms for cleanup of land that has become contaminated. These federal statutory schemes, including the Clean Water Act (CWA), the Clean Air Act (CAA), CERCLA, and others, impose limits on lawful pollution and provide mechanisms by which violations of the various regulatory schemes can be enforced. While common law solutions may exist to remedy pollution in some limited cases, these

132. Because this discussion is focused on impacts following the cleanup of contaminated areas, this Article does not consider the possibility of using environmental justice concerns to halt activities during the initial permitting stage. Such considerations are required under certain federal environmental statutes. See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 7408(f)(1)(C) (2018); see also, e.g., Richard J. Lazarus & Stephanie Tai, Integrating Environmental Justice into EPA Permitting Authority, 26 ECOLOGY L.Q. 617, 621 (1999) (discussing how a permitting agency “might” consider conditioning a permit on the permittee’s promise to “redress environmental justice concerns”).


136. See, e.g., Linda A. Malone, Common Law Remedies for Pollution of Air and Other Media, in ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION OF LAND USE § 10:2 (2017); Arnold W. Reitze, Jr., The Legislative History of U.S. Air Pollution Control, 36 HOU. L. REV. 679, 680 (1999). The exact parameters of a nuisance action depend on the law of the state in which it is brought (broadly speaking); however, a plaintiff must show “intentional interference of a substantial and unreasonable nature in another’s use and enjoyment of land.” Malone, supra. Common law remedies are often deemed preempted by state or federal regulatory schemes that address the same kinds of pollution. See, e.g., Kathleen Roth, A Landowners’ Remedy Laid to
federal statutes and their state counterparts offer the primary means by which environmental harms are remedied in the United States.

Mainstream environmental enforcement mechanisms are often underutilized by regulators in communities of color and low-income neighborhoods, resulting in disproportionate levels of contamination as compared to higher-income areas. Further inequalities arise under these statutory frameworks because of disparities in resources between many impacted communities and the industrial or commercial actors that are often some of the major sources of pollutants. Attention to and enforcement regarding environmental issues under environmental protection statutes by regulators, politicians, and community and environmental advocates may therefore be a very welcome change. As an area attracts attention from regulators, successful enforcement efforts may effect change in the form of additional mandates regarding specific pollutants, halting sources of contamination, and mandated remediation of impacted areas.

For this reason, many scholars and practitioners

Waste: State Preemption of Private Nuisance Claims Against Regulated Pollution Sources, 20 WM. & MARY ENVTL. L. & POL’Y REV. 401, 401 (1996). Common law claims are difficult to win for a variety of other reasons as well. See, e.g., Ronald G. Aronovsky, Back from the Margins: An Environmental Nuisance Paradigm for Private Cleanup Cost Disputes, 84 DENV. U. L. REV. 395, 422 (2006) (detailing difficulties in using state common law remedies to address land contamination); Rachel D. Godsil, Viewing the Cathedral from Behind the Color Line: Property Rules, Liability Rules, and Environmental Racism, 53 EMORY L.J. 1807, 1810 (2004); Reitze, supra, at 683 (noting the “rarity with which the courts have used the doctrine of nuisance to abate air pollution”).

137. See, e.g., Uma Outka, Environmental Injustice and the Problem of the Law, 57 M.E. L. REV. 209, 212 (2005) (“A National Law Journal study in 1992 found that average penalties under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) were 500% lower for violations in minority communities than in white communities. Less dramatic but still substantial disparities in penalty totals were found under the other major environmental laws. The Clean Water Act was 28% lower, the Clean Air Act, 8% lower, the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), 15% lower, and in multi-media actions involving enforcement of several statutes, 306% lower.” (citations omitted)); cf. Godsil, supra note 136, at 1868–70 (noting the failures of federal environmental laws to address harms to urban communities of color).


139. See, e.g., City of Lancaster, PA Clean Water Act Settlement, U.S. EPA, https://www.epa.gov/enforcement/city-lancaster-pa-clean-water-act-settlement (last visited Nov. 27, 2018) [https://perma.cc/P8Q4-EPW6] (announcing measures to end discharges of untreated sewage and other pollutants to local waterways from the City’s combined storm and sewage system); see also, e.g., Case Summary: EPA Agreement Will Start Clean Up of Contaminated Soil at the U.S. Smelter and
have argued that use of the environmental remediation laws to address inequitable pollution is the best means by which to secure environmental justice.\textsuperscript{140}

Within the context of environmental gentrification, however, such enforcement actions may quickly turn into a double-edged sword: successful enforcement actions may improve the environment but may also be a direct cause of escalating property values.\textsuperscript{141} And nothing within the environmental statutes that trigger this process speaks to this impact. The absence of any mechanism to address rising property values is perhaps unsurprising, as the federal environmental statutes are focused primarily on environmental protection.\textsuperscript{142} Some provisions of these statutes do allow for consideration of environmental justice concerns, particularly at the stage when federal regulators are issuing permits to polluting entities.\textsuperscript{143} The permitting stage is generally distant in time from cleanup actions, how-


\textsuperscript{141}. See supra Part I.


\textsuperscript{143}. See, e.g., Lazarus & Tai, supra note 132, at 621 (surveying the authority of the EPA to integrate environmental justice concerns into its permitting activities).
ever, and may be of little utility. Moreover, the core concern for the environmental justice inquiry in these settings is that the EPA “should take into account the racial and/or socioeconomic makeup of the community most likely to be affected adversely by the environmental risks of a proposed activity.” Enforcement actions may very well serve to promote environmental justice in this sense, by ridding an area of a source of pollution and ending these disproportionate impacts. But once the process is set in motion, there is no control mechanism over who enjoys the fruits of these environmental improvements.

Thus, while the goals of the bulwark environmental statutes are not in tension with affordable housing concerns, they also do not specifically address or accommodate them. Without a built-in mechanism to address or temper concerns about the secondary impacts of environmental enforcement actions, use of mainstream environmental statutes brings the potential for risk to communities suffering from negative environmental conditions.

The same tension occurs when a private party, rather than the government, is the one enforcing the environmental statutes. As noted, traditional environmental law provides several avenues through which to address environmental pollution. Even where government actors do not enforce permits or other requirements, several federal environmental laws provide concrete mechanisms—known as citizen suits—that citizens can use to effect improvements in their neighborhoods. Using such suits, advocates and members of effected communities have a mechanism for enforcing environmental laws where no enforcement action is otherwise being taken. Citizen suits may be brought against public or private actors for violations of

144. Id. at 620.
145. Cf. Outka, supra note 137, at 216 (discussing possible reasons for the lack of reconciliation between environmental protections and civil rights laws); Tarlock, supra note 129, at 461 (discussing the limitations of traditional environmental law to address questions of social equity); George B. Wyeth & Beth Termini, Regulating for Sustainability, 45 ENVTL. L. 663, 667 (2015) (discussing the relationship between environmental protection and sustainability and why the two are not necessarily coextensive).
federal or state environmental laws, or against government officials for their failure to regulate. Although either kind of citizen suit is difficult to win, such suits “have done much to define modern environmental law.”

As with enforcement actions, however, even if a citizen suit is successful, nothing in the litigation framework addresses or mitigates the social impacts of any eventual cleanup. Instead, success in such an action means that the environmental hazards for the community are reduced, either through payment of damages or through changes to polluting land uses. This lack of control over what happens after a successful lawsuit may make fraught a community’s or individual’s decision to advocate for the relocation or abandonment of major sources of pollution in an area. Where such successes result in the kind of neighborhood improvements that spur gentrification, citizens may have worked to improve an area only to find themselves unable to reap the benefits.

B. The National Environmental Policy Act and Its State Counterparts

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is the statutory means by which environmental impacts are incorporated into federal decision-making processes. At the core of NEPA is a mandate that agencies consider the environmental impacts of planned, major federal actions. The kinds of federal actions that trigger NEPA’s requirements are wide-ranging but include, at the most basic level, actions such as “making decisions on permit applications, adopting federal land manage-

---


151. Id.


153. See, e.g., id.
ment actions, and constructing highways and other publicly owned facilities.” \(^{154}\) NEPA does not prescribe any particular course of action but does require that federal agencies engage in an environmental impact review when making certain determinations. \(^{155}\) Following the passage of NEPA, many states imitated its form and function with their own state environmental protection acts, or SEPA\textsuperscript{1\textsuperscript{56}}. To streamline the discussion, this Article will focus on federal requirements, but SEPA\textsuperscript{s} tend to operate in a fashion similar to NEPA. \(^{157}\)

The federal environmental impact review process is designed to “provide full and fair discussion of significant environmental impacts and . . . inform decisionmakers and the public of the reasonable alternatives which would avoid or minimize adverse impacts or enhance the quality of the human environment.” \(^{158}\) To advance these goals, NEPA imposes requirements on federal agencies engaging in any “recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.” \(^{159}\) When NEPA’s obligations are triggered, the federal agency must prepare a detailed statement regarding, among other things, “(i) the environmental impact of the proposed action, [and] (ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal be implemented.” \(^{160}\)

NEPA’s regulations define the human environment to include “the natural and physical environment and the relationship of people with that environment.” \(^{161}\) “When an environmental impact statement [(EIS)] is prepared and economic or social and natural or physical environmental effects are interrelated, then the [EIS] will discuss all of these effects on the human environment.” \(^{162}\) Agencies must look not only at ecological effects but also at indirect effects on the aesthetic, historic, cultural, economic, social, or health aspects of a community. \(^{163}\)


\(^{155}\) See, e.g., Plunkett, supra note 152.

\(^{156}\) See, e.g., id.

\(^{157}\) Id.


\(^{159}\) 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C) (2012).

\(^{160}\) Id. § 4332(C)(i)–(ii).


\(^{162}\) Id.

\(^{163}\) Id. § 1508.8.
The indirect effects that must be considered include “growth inducing effects and other effects related to induced changes in the pattern of land use, population density or growth rate, and related effects on air and water and other natural systems, including ecosystems.” Importantly, in the context of environmental improvements, such indirect effects may “include those resulting from actions which may have both beneficial and detrimental effects, even if on balance the agency believes that the effect will be beneficial.” Indirect effects are defined as effects that “are caused by the action and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable.” Under this standard, “[a]n impact is reasonably foreseeable if a ‘person of ordinary prudence would take it into account in reaching a decision.’”

All NEPA assessments must specifically consider the impacts of these indirect effects on low-income and minority communities, and any mitigation measures developed under NEPA must address the impacts on these same communities. NEPA also mandates consideration of the cumulative impacts of the action in question. A cumulative impact under NEPA “is the impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions.” For the cumulative impacts analysis, NEPA requires “a reasonably close causal relationship’ between the effect and the alleged cause.”

The breadth of NEPA and its implementing regulations make it a popular tool for planners, community activists, and scholars in their attempts to engage with questions of neighborhood change. Indeed, it may be the primary means of

164. Id.
165. Id.
166. Id.
168. Memorandum on Executive on Environmental Justice, 1 PUB. PAPERS 241, 242 (Feb. 11, 1994).
169. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.7 (2018).
gaining public input into federal and state decision-making processes.\textsuperscript{172} In the context of projects that may trigger environmental gentrification, NEPA’s explicit acknowledgment of social impacts may be useful. By mandating public involvement in the planning process, along with consideration of certain social factors, NEPA offers an otherwise nonexistent mechanism for community participation. And to the extent that community involvement does not yield the results some may hope for, NEPA may offer a means by which to challenge a planning process in court.\textsuperscript{173}

For all its surface appeal, in reality NEPA rarely provides a viable means of relief for those concerned about loss of housing, community change, and other possible impacts of environmental gentrification. NEPA is unlikely to provide a mechanism to advance community interests for several reasons. First, NEPA applies only to federal agencies engaged in a major federal action.\textsuperscript{174} Second, NEPA requires consideration of only those social impacts that are linked to physical changes, a chain of causation that may be difficult to satisfy. And, finally, NEPA is a process-based statute; it forces no particular action on the agencies under its mandate.

NEPA’s utility is limited from the outset because the federal actions to which NEPA applies, and which might be plausibly linked to environmental gentrification, are limited. Listed above were some categories of projects that have been shown to spur gentrification, including improvement of urban waterways, remediation of contaminated land, and overall sustainability efforts. Examining these examples in the NEPA context shows some of the difficulties in using the statute to engage with the question of environmental gentrification. For instance, remediation of urban waterways typically occurs under the Clean Water Act’s (CWA) grant of authority to federal or state agencies. NEPA’s requirements do not apply to state agencies.


\textsuperscript{174} 42 U.S.C. § 4332 (2012); see 40 C.F.R. § 1508.18(b) (2018) (identifying categories of federal actions).
and even where there is federal involvement, the CWA specifically exempts federal enforcement or remediation actions from the requirements of NEPA. 175

Another of the possible triggers for environmental gentrification is the cleanup of contaminated land. For sites on the National Priorities List, 176 the federal government may become involved in cleanup under the umbrella of the CERCLA cleanup process. For smaller sites, the EPA's brownfields program provides grants of federal funding that may finance portions of these cleanup projects. 177 Cleanup of contaminated sites under CERCLA is not subject to judicial review—including review of NEPA compliance—until after completion of the remedy in question. 178 Because this delayed availability of judicial review is at odds with the requirement for judicial review of NEPA compliance before a project commences, the federal government has long taken the position that NEPA does not apply to actions taken under the CERCLA program. 179 Thus, for cleanup of contaminated land, environmental review at the federal level is likely to be inconsequential.

To the extent that a site receives substantial federal assistance to remediate a brownfield, a NEPA analysis may apply. 180 Similarly, where federal funding is used for remediation of infrastructure or implementation of sustainability plans, those projects may be required to undergo a NEPA analysis. Ultimately, for most remediation and infrastructure projects, federal agencies are likely to issue a short environmental assessment, followed by a “Finding of No Significant Impact”
based on the limited nature of the environmental impacts involved. When using that process, the agency is not required to complete a longer, more extensive EIS. Thus, for all but the largest changes in infrastructure, it will likely be difficult for a community to show a large enough physical change and a close enough causal relationship to mandate full EIS review under NEPA.

The second reason that NEPA is unlikely to be an effective counter to environmental gentrification is that it provides no guarantee of full consideration of social impacts. Only “significant” effects must be considered, raising a threshold question whether displacement of residents is sufficient to mandate consideration. Moreover, for an “effect” of an action to be a required part of a NEPA analysis, there must be a “reasonably close causal relationship between [the] change in the physical environment and the effect at issue.” For this reason, economic or social impacts alone do not require preparation of an EIS under NEPA. Instead, courts have consistently found that consideration of social impacts under an environmental impact analysis must be linked to physical impacts on the environment. This causal nexus requirement has generally limited consideration of social impacts, meaning that the scope of the physical impacts in question will determine whether social impacts are part of the NEPA discussion.

Thus, in the context of environmental gentrification, successful arguments for consideration of social impacts under NEPA would need to link significant physical changes stemming from infrastructure changes to social effects such as displacement. As described above, however, the link between physical impacts and these social effects is not direct. Instead, physical changes in terms of environmental improvements increase the desirability of the neighborhood, which, due to market forces, leads to higher home values, which eventually leads

181. Id.
183. See, e.g., id.; see also Foster, supra note 171, at 533 (“NEPA and its state counterparts have consistently been interpreted in physically deterministic ways . . . despite judicial recognition of the ways in which physical land use changes can significantly alter the very ecology of urban communities by severely disrupting, and often triggering the demise of, the fabric of social and economic relationships.”).
184. Foster, supra note 171, at 550–51.
185. Id. at 531–33.
to displacement. Where social impacts are this far removed from the physical impacts in question, courts are less likely to find that such social impacts must be considered in the environmental analysis.

Some federal actors may be inclined to consider such impacts even if they are not required to do so by NEPA, and even where they are not, advocates could potentially argue for such a consideration based on the connection between any environmental improvements and community changes. Ultimately, however, upon challenge, most courts will uphold an agency’s consideration of environmental justice impacts. Thus, success in this realm likely depends on federal agencies’ willingness to consider potential social impacts under the NEPA framework.

The above analysis is focused on the requirements under the federal framework. But it should again be noted that many actions with the potential to trigger environmental gentrification are carried out not by federal actors but by state and local governments. States, as noted, may have their own planning statutes in place. These statutes, the aforementioned SEPAs, may provide for a more thorough focus on social impacts. Where applicable, these state planning statutes may provide another opportunity for court review of a planning process. However, most SEPAs have been interpreted to limit consid-

186. See supra Section I.B.
190. Id.
eration of social impacts, similar to the interpretation of NEPA.\textsuperscript{193}

Finally, environmental planning statutes may prove ineffective at addressing environmental gentrification because they are, at their core, process-based statutes. If a NEPA or SEPA analysis is challenged as incomplete due to its lack of consideration of social impacts, and a court agrees, the remedy is an injunction, a remand, or both.\textsuperscript{194} In consequence, such challenges may delay the beginning of the project while the agency analyzes the social impacts of the proposed action but are unlikely to significantly alter the scope of the project or its likelihood of completion.\textsuperscript{195} Ultimately, however, even where social impacts are integrated into a state environmental planning analysis, such efforts appear unlikely to effect any meaningful alterations.\textsuperscript{196}

Like NEPA, SEPAs tend to require consideration of certain impacts but do not force particular outcomes. Thus, in an example of a case assessing the impact of a rezoning plan in Sunset Park, Brooklyn, New York City’s planning agency considered neighborhood change as part of its environmental review. It dedicated, however, “less than a page to the impact on neighborhood character in its environmental review, merely stating that no impact would occur.”\textsuperscript{197} This conclusion was contrary to the one arrived at by members of the community with regard to

\textsuperscript{193} See, e.g., Foster, supra note 171, at 551.
\textsuperscript{194} Mandelker et al., supra note 189, § 4:76.
\textsuperscript{195} See, e.g., Haydn Davies, From Equal Protection to Private Law: What Future for Environmental Justice in U.S. Courts?, 2 BRIT. J. AM. LEGAL STUD. 163, 175 (2013) (noting that the “most likely outcome” with regard to a challenge under NEPA “is a delay to the proposed project or facility rather than cessation or closure”); John Mangin, The New Exclusionary Zoning, 25 STAN. L. & POL‘Y REV. 91, 109 (2014) (describing Chinese Staff & Workers Ass’n v. City of New York, 68 N.Y.2d 359 (1986), a case that challenged permits given to a proposed apartment building on the basis that the required state environmental impact statements did not consider displacement impacts, and that resulted in rescission of the permits and the agency being required to consider those impacts); Hannah Weinstein, Fighting for a Place Called Home: Litigation Strategies for Challenging Gentrification, 62 UCLA L. REV. 794, 822 (2015).
\textsuperscript{196} See, e.g., Christopher D. Ahlers, Race, Ethnicity, and Air Pollution: New Directions in Environmental Justice, 46 ENVTL. L. 713, 732 (2016) (“Judicial decisions considering challenges to siting of industrial facilities and transportation projects under NEPA demonstrate that this statute provides limited protection to low income minority communities.”).
what would happen to the character of the low-income neighborhoods being gentrified.\textsuperscript{198} Given the lack of common understanding surrounding community character and the impacts that environmental improvement projects may have, such an outcome is perhaps unsurprising. Lawyers and community members seeking to use NEPA or SEPAs to stimulate a discussion about gentrification and its impacts on communities are likely to find limited success under statutes as they are currently implemented.

Thus, under both substantive and process-driven environmental laws, it is difficult to force consideration of the impacts of gentrification and displacement spurred by environmental projects. Relatedly, outside of the statutory context of environmental law, environmental planning processes generally separate environmental and housing planning perspectives, and environmental and housing regulatory roles are typically performed by different departments at the local, state, and national levels.\textsuperscript{199} Such separations make it difficult for environmental law and environmental lawyers to take a more comprehensive view.

In short, environmental law may be an effective tool for launching environmental cleanups, but it is often ill-equipped to address the social impacts that may accompany these improvement actions. Environmental law’s focus on improving the environment is to be expected. But without any ability to address community impacts, the utility of environmental law remedies may be questionable for communities fighting for access to healthy, green neighborhoods in urban areas. In the same way, gentrification and displacement spurred by environmental projects may undermine the notion of true sustainability. And this more limited sphere of focus may lead to a sense that environmental law exists to protect only those who can pay the premium that environmental benefits command.

III. THE DIVIDE BETWEEN AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

For communities at risk of displacement, the difficulties in using environmental law to address the aftermath of environ-

\textsuperscript{198} Id. at 1234.
\textsuperscript{199} Cf. Rigolon & Nemeth, supra note 106, at 4 (describing separation and fragmentation between parks and housing departments in Chicago, Illinois).
mental improvements may contribute to skepticism about the law’s equity and efficacy. This divide between environmental law and affordable housing concerns is potentially reinforced in other ways as well. This Part will explore some of the reasons for this divide as well as the consequences of the current separation between law, policy, and lived reality.

First, as noted, a number of factors have led to racial and socioeconomic disparities in communities’ experiences of environmental harm. That environmental law lacks a mechanism by which to remedy those disparities without triggering displacement may decrease the value of environmental protections for some residents. Second, environmental and land use advocates have a history of employing legal strategies that are at odds with affordable housing and the needs of low-income communities, including challenges to planned affordable housing developments on environmental grounds, battles for historic preservation restrictions, and others. Finally, while nearly twenty years have passed since environmental law began to focus on questions of sustainable development in a concrete fashion, the issue of affordable housing has often been absent from the conversation.

Combined, these gaps between environmental law goals and affordable housing goals, both perceived and real, mean that environmental law may be seen as the province of the privileged, and not a field that adequately addresses the inequities in environmental exposure and enjoyment experienced.

200. Cf. Patricia Salkin, Anti-Sprawl (Smart Growth) Measures, in 3 NEW YORK ZONING LAW & PRACTICE § 32A:66 n.10 (4th ed. 2018) (“Not everyone favors anti-sprawl measures, and opponents are not limited to developers and real estate interests. Habitat for Humanity affiliates opposed anti-sprawl efforts for fear that the ballot initiatives would raise land costs. Others have criticized programs because they have not adequately addressed the potential for gentrification of older neighborhoods and displacement of lower-income families.” (internal quotations omitted)).

201. Cf. Joel B. Eisen, Brownfields Policies for Sustainable Cities, 9 DUKE ENVTL. L. & POL’Y F. 187, 221 (1999) (quoting “one resident of a San Francisco neighborhood” as saying: “As far as I’m concerned, a brownfield is just a Superfund site. African-Americans bore the brunt of the poison and pollution when they were Superfund sites, but now they are not going to be a part of cleanup and redevelopment. From my neighborhood’s perspective, brownfields redevelopment means that African-Americans are being passed over and moved out”).

202. See infra Section III.B.
203. See id.
204. See, e.g., Ruhl, supra note 127, at 161–62.
205. See infra Section III.C.
by large segments of the population. These issues also may make it increasingly difficult to achieve buy-in from communities who are facing potential cleanups in their neighborhoods, or who would like to advocate for such cleanups but fear the consequences of doing so. Moreover, such divides mask the very real connections between overall environmental aims regarding resource allocation and land use on the one hand, and affordable housing goals on the other. Understanding how and why these disconnects manifest makes possible a discussion of better ways to bridge the divide.

A. Environmental Disparities, Cleanups, and Gentrification

The history of government policies combined with discrimination, choices by wealthy urban residents, and the lack of political capital or exit options for negatively impacted communities has meant that low-income residents bear the brunt of adverse urban environmental impacts. The difference in communities’ experiences of environmental harms has a number of explanations, often interrelated: intentional siting of environmentally harmful land uses in communities of color, siting decisions that follow the path of least political resistance, selection of the cheapest real estate by those intending to engage in undesirable land uses, or the depressed real estate market that results from proximity to environmental harms.

206. See, e.g., Lazarus, supra note 101, at 854 (“There is some painful truth to the perception of many minorities that environmentalists overlook the plight of humankind in their rush to protect nature.”); cf. Gould & Lewis, supra note 4, at 13 (environmental gentrification “is a process of creating and reinforcing environmental privilege for elites in the city”).

207. See, e.g., Renee Skelt on & Vernice Miller, The Environmental Justice Movement, NAT. RES. DEF. COUNCIL (Mar. 17, 2016), https://www.nrdc.org/stories/environmental-justice-movement [https://perma.cc/7YJL-DYFW]; NEJAC REPORT, supra note 9, at 1 (noting that “people of color and low-income people faced increased exposure to the pollution that accompanied industrialization”); Famira, supra note 10, at 605 (noting heavier concentration of brownfields sites in communities with “high minority or ‘people of color’ populations and low-income populations”); Gochfeld & Burger, supra note 10, at S58.

208. Mank, supra note 180, at 140–41 (summarizing the findings regarding disproportionate exposure to urban pollution by communities of color). The causal relationship between race and siting decisions is not uncontested. Id. at 140–41 n.164 (citing Vicki Been & Francis Gupta, Coming to the Nuisance or Going to the Barrios? A Longitudinal Analysis of Environmental Justice Claims, 24 ECOLOGY L.Q. 1, 9, 19–27, 33–34 (1997)).
Whatever the case, a disproportionate number of low-income communities and communities of color suffer the worst environmental impacts in most cities.\footnote{109} Furthermore, environmental laws have not been evenly enforced to address negative environmental impacts on communities. Indeed, as discussed above, “[s]ome studies have found that higher penalties accrue and more rapid and thorough cleanups occur for environmental violations in non-minority communities.”\footnote{110} And urban researchers have extensively documented the disparity between access to parks and open space in low-income communities as compared to their more affluent counterparts. Communities of color and low-income communities therefore face heightened exposure to environmental harms without the corresponding mechanisms through which to address them.

Moreover, as described above, a different challenge arises where efforts are made to provide environmental relief to an area. If those cleanup efforts spur gentrification processes, the efforts may not benefit those who have been living with the environmental harms for decades.\footnote{111} Home ownership is one of the most important factors in determining the impacts of a rise in property values on an individual. Low-income communities and communities of color have higher percentages of home rental versus ownership.\footnote{112} They are therefore at heightened risk for displacement once environmental hazards are removed.\footnote{113} When communities that have suffered the consequences of political environmental harms observe that cleanup efforts have

\footnote{109} Gochfeld & Burger, supra note 10, at 558.
\footnote{111} See generally, e.g., Anu Paulose, Economic Hazards of Environmental Justice for Lower-Income Housing Tenants, 39 WM. & MARY ENVTL. L. & POLY REV. 507 (2015) (discussing the separate but related issue of the perils that may face low-income residents living in public housing when trying to enforce federal environmental guidelines applicable to such housing).
\footnote{113} NEJAC REPORT, supra note 9, at 1 (“Citizens living in urban, poor, and people-of-color communities are currently threatened by gentrification, displacement and equity loss on a scale unprecedented since the Urban Renewal movement of the 1960s.”).
the potential to undermine their ability to stay in their homes, residents may find themselves caught between advocating for environmental improvements and avoiding displacement.

B. Environmental and Land Use Law Versus Affordable Housing

The divide between environmental law and affordable housing has at times been not merely one of inattention but of active antagonism. Opponents of affordable housing measures have used the tools and arguments of environmental law to slow or stop planning processes for housing. This has been done directly through concerted efforts to defeat affordable housing proposals on environmental grounds. It has also been achieved more indirectly, through a focus on historic preservation and other aesthetic factors that, while potentially justifiable for a variety of reasons, make achieving affordable housing goals more difficult. In either case, using environmental law in such a manner may create a false dissonance between advancement of two sets of ambitions: on one hand, affordable housing, and on the other, a healthy environment.

The announcement that a community plans to add affordable housing stock or modify zoning codes to allow for the construction of such housing in the future is often met with resistance by existing residents. Arguments opposing developments of various kinds often receive the appellation “Not in My Backyard,” or “NIMBY.” Reasons for this opposition vary but tend to fall within the ambit of concerns about changing neighborhood character, density or traffic patterns, environmental concerns, and impacts on property values. More recently, such

---

214. See, e.g., Ngai Pindell, Environmental Planning and Review of Affordable Housing Development, in LEGAL GUIDE TO AFFORDABLE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT § 2.IV (Tim Iglesias & Rochelle E. Lento eds., 2d ed. 2011) (“[O]pponents of affordable housing motivated by non-environmental concerns can use these laws to block, delay, change, and increase the costs of affordable housing developments by claiming such proposals will cause environmental harms. Established communities sometimes raise environmental issues to oppose affordable housing as infill development.”).

215. See, e.g., Ziegler, supra note 22, at 55 (noting use of environmental controls to block sustainable, high-density forms of housing).


opposition has even occurred on the basis of fears that additional residential units would serve as a spark for gentrification.\textsuperscript{218} Intertwined with some, but not all, NIMBY oppositions are strains of implicit or explicit racism or classism.\textsuperscript{219}

Opponents of affordable housing developments have many tools at their disposal. One strategy often employed in attempts to block planned affordable housing developments is the use of environmental concerns or environmental law. For instance, opposition to housing may allege noncompliance with NEPA, SEPAs, or both.\textsuperscript{220} As detailed above, these statutes require


\textsuperscript{219} \textit{Been}, supra note 216, at 218 n.1.

\textsuperscript{220} See, e.g., \textit{Jennifer Hernandez, California Environmental Quality Act Lawsuits and California’s Housing Crisis}, \textit{24 Hastings Envtl. L.J.} 21, 22 (2018) (detailing research showing that enforcement of the California Environmental Quality Act is often “aimed at promoting the economic agendas of competitors and labor union leaders, or the discriminatory ‘Not In My Backyard’ (NIMBY) agendas of those seeking to exclude housing, park, and school projects that would diversify communities by serving members of other races and economic classes”).
environmental analyses when certain conditions are met. To the extent that NEPA or SEPA requirements apply to a project, opponents of an affordable housing development may argue improper compliance, or that certain factors were not adequately considered. Examples of reliance on NEPA and SEPAs to try to block affordable housing developments abound. While typically unsuccessful in obtaining a judicial mandate to halt a project, such efforts may slow the planning process enough to make a difference in whether the housing is actually built.

Another aspect of land use law that may be used to undercut efforts to provide affordable housing is historic preservation. Historic preservation refers to a form of land use control that applies certain restrictions and controls to neighborhoods or individual buildings based on historical, architectural, archaeological, or cultural significance. At the federal level,
historic preservation is governed by the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA);\(^{226}\) many state and local preservation statutes and zoning codes exist as well.\(^{227}\) There is an ongoing debate over whether and to what extent the goals of historic preservation are in tension with affordable housing aims.\(^{228}\) To be sure, historic preservation efforts have helped to preserve and maintain certain qualities of urban neighborhoods that make them attractive to city dwellers.\(^{229}\) But to the extent that historic preservation restrictions operate to limit affordable urban housing supplies, they may contribute to gentrification pressures.\(^{230}\) Affordable housing opponents have at times pointed to violations of NHPA or state and local variations on that Act to challenge the building of such housing.\(^{231}\) Where these arguments are presented, questions about who the law—and urban neighborhoods—are designed to serve may once again surface. Like when environmental review laws are deployed to defeat affordable housing proposals, the use of the same criteria often serve as the basis for state and local protections as well. See Miller, supra, at 2.


227. Id.

228. See, e.g., Lisa T. Alexander, Hip-Hop and Housing: Revisiting Culture, Urban Space, Power, and Law, 63 HASTINGS L.J. 803, 857 (2012) (offering suggestions for combining historic preservation protections with community preservation measures); Mangin, supra note 195, at 110 (discussing the difficulty in maintaining historic preservation protections while trying to ward off gentrification related housing pressures, as “[y]ou can save buildings or people, but it is hard to save both”); Elizabeth M. Tisher, Historic Housing for All: Historic Preservation as the New Inclusionary Zoning, 41 VT. L. REV. 603, 605–6 (2017) (arguing that the two sets of goals can be reconciled).

229. See, e.g., J. Peter Byrne, The Rebirth of the Neighborhood, 40 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1595, 1604 (2013).

230. See, e.g., Edward Glaeser, Triumph of the City: How Our Greatest Invention Makes Us Richer, Smarter, Greener, Healthier, and Happier (2011) (arguing that historic preservation laws are partly to blame for lack of affordable housing); Carol M. Rose, Preservation and Community: New Directions in the Law of Historic Preservation, 33 STAN. L. REV. 473, 514 (1981). But see, e.g., Byrne, supra note 229, at 1604, 1609 (defending historic preservation laws as creators of value in urban neighborhoods and arguing that “[h]istoric preservation cannot treat development in living neighborhoods with curatorial nicety, but must accommodate new development appropriate to the character of the district”).

toric preservation laws to restrict the building of new housing supplies has the potential to erect perceived barriers between advocates for preservation and those in need of affordable urban homes.

Whether or not the strategy of using environmental and land use law to block affordable housing is ultimately successful, it sets up a tension between the goals of environmental and land use law and the goals of advocates working for greater equity in housing. These types of cases may be perceived as the latest evidence of environmental law’s lack of attention to human impacts. They may also help to support a view that environmental law and its protections are no more than a set of principles used by privileged groups to bar access to certain neighborhoods and sets of environmental benefits.

C. Environmental Law’s Lack of Focus on Affordable Housing

Finally, at the risk of painting the field with too broad a brush, environmental law advocates and scholars in the United States have not historically been overly concerned with affordable housing. Traditional environmental law does not address housing or other social concerns. And while sustainable development, which has become a large part of the field in the past several decades, does have an explicit focus on equity, sustainable development conversations rarely focus explicitly

232. See, e.g., DORCETA E. TAYLOR, THE RISE OF THE AMERICAN CONSERVATION MOVEMENT: POWER, PRIVILEGE, AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 394, 396 (2016) (“From the outset, conservationism and preservationism were divorced from the inequities prevalent in society. . . . Conservationists and preservationists left the impression that they were not very concerned about the poor, blamed them for environmental degradation when possible, and devised laws to criminalize and punish them. Many conflicts resulted, and the poor challenged environmental laws when possible.”).

233. Cf. GOULD & LEWIS, supra note 4, at 13 (environmental gentrification “is a process of creating and reinforcing environmental privilege for elites in the city”); Kevin C. Foy, Home Is Where the Health Is: The Convergence of Environmental Justice, Affordable Housing, and Green Building, 30 PACE ENVTL. L. REV. 1, 2 (2012) (“Environmental benefits are sometimes viewed as a luxury that those with a low or moderate income cannot afford.”); Lazarus, supra note 101, at 854 (“There is some painful truth to the perception of many minorities that environmentalists overlook the plight of humankind in their rush to protect nature.”).

234. See, e.g., Ruhl, supra note 127, at 177.

235. Id. at 177–78.
on the availability of housing. Instead, the discussion typically centers on issues such as decreasing runoff of polluted water into urban water bodies, increasing renewable energy sources, promoting car-free travel like bicycling and public transportation, and increasing resiliency to climate change. The smart growth movement, a subset of sustainable development that advocates for better planning practices to help reduce the environmental impacts of low-density land use, has marked a shift toward engagement with housing issues. This movement has long acknowledged that availability of affordable housing is linked to larger environmental concerns, and its proponents have pushed for a more holistic view of “sustainability.” But as with the larger sustainability movement, smart growth practices tend to focus primarily on energy efficiency, water conservation and runoff prevention, climate adaptation, increased green space, public transportation, and transit-oriented development. Such conversations tend to lack a

236. See, e.g., UNITED NATIONS, INDICATORS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: GUIDELINES AND METHODOLOGIES 10–14, 50 (3d ed. 2007), http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/natlinfo/indicators/guidelines.pdf [https://perma.cc/6HQJ-6TXU] (listing “sustainable development indicators” covering a variety of topics but addressing housing only in the context of slum populations). For an exception to this lack of attention to housing from one scholar, see, e.g., Kushner, supra note 29, at 215.

237. See, e.g., GOULD & LEWIS, supra note 4, at 18 (noting that, in practice, sustainability “has been equated with environmental improvements and/or protections,” with the result that “social problems associated with environmental protection . . . are replicated in ‘sustainability’ initiatives’”); cf. Peter Newman, Sustainable Cities of the Future: The Behavior Change Driver, 11 SUSTAINABLE DEV. L. & POLY 7 (2010) (listing “resilient buildings, alternative transportation systems, distributed and renewable energy systems, water-sensitive design, and zero-waste systems” as elements of sustainable cities).

238. See, e.g., Susan R. Jones, Expanding the Constituency for Affordable Housing Through Smart Growth, J. AFFORDABLE HOUS. & COMMUNITY DEV. L. 150, 150–51 (2003).

239. See, e.g., id. at 151 (“The smart growth movement, which has primarily focused on environment, land use, and physical design of housing, has begun to focus on affordability, supply, and demand.”); cf. James A. Kushner, Urban Infill Strategies and Smart Growth, in SUBDIVISION LAW & GROWTH MANAGEMENT § 2:12 (2d ed. 2018); Kushner, supra note 29, at 220.

240. See, e.g., What Is Smart Growth?, SMART GROWTH AM., https://smartgrowthamerica.org/our-vision/what-is-smart-growth/ (last visited Nov. 30, 2018) [https://perma.cc/47WY-BVPB ] (listing the ten principles of smart growth: (1) mix land uses; (2) take advantage of compact design; (3) create a range of housing opportunities and choices; (4) create walkable neighborhoods; (5) foster distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place; (6) preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty, and critical environmental areas; (7) direct development towards existing communities; (8) provide a variety of transportation choices; (9) make development decisions predictable, fair, and cost effective; (10)
larger focus on the relationship between the environment and housing.

D. The Failures of Keeping Affordable Housing and the Environment Separate

Due at least in part to the overall lack of engagement with affordable housing by the environmental law community, advocacy for environmental protection has often been perceived to be at odds with advocacy for affordable housing.241 Where people lack sufficient housing or are priced out of their neighborhoods by governmental policies and market forces, environmentally-sensitive planning may become viewed as a luxury good.242 This disconnect, both perceived and real, between environmental law and social conditions, is worth remedying for several reasons. First, environmental law's historic lack of engagement with social questions may be partly to blame for the lack of diversity in the environmental law and advocacy arena.243 Expanding the sphere of entrants into the environmental law field is a necessary part of its evolution. Second, environmental law's lack of diversity and lack of focus on socio-economic issues may be at least partly responsible both for the perception and the reality that environmental protections are predominantly the province of the wealthy.244 This matters not only for diversity in the field but also for achieving maximum environmental improvements. If communities see environmen-
nal cleanups as just the first step in the process of displacement and gentrification, achieving buy-in from community members is likely to be difficult, regardless of the potential benefits to current residents. Achieving more holistically sustainable environmental protections could also help environmental law evolve into a field that welcomes a more diverse set of entrants and entry points. It could also enhance credibility for projects that work toward a larger ecological good. For several reasons, then, where social equity is left out of the environmental law conversation, overall sustainability goals are diminished.

IV. HOW ENVIRONMENTAL LAW COULD BETTER ADDRESS IMPACTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL GENTRIFICATION

The problem as detailed to this point is relatively straightforward. Environmental improvements may have unintended consequences for the surrounding community. The predictable coupling of environmental improvements with gentrification has major consequences for the viability of fulfilling the mandates of both environmental justice and equity. Environmental gentrification as a phenomenon cannot be expected to abate on its own; as noted, market forces dictate that environmental improvements will increase the desirability of property. And environmental law as currently practiced and interpreted does not have a satisfactory response to environmental gentrification.

The divide between those seeking social equity and those advocating for environmental improvements is neither new nor surprising. The question then becomes whether environ-

245. Cf. Gould & Lewis, supra note 4, at 3–4 (“In terms of process, for a development trajectory to be sustained it must have buy-in from the community experiencing displacement. Development that is imposed upon residents by outside interests will be resisted or rejected by residents. . . . If the goal of sustainability is to improve the quality of life for residents, while providing rewarding livelihoods, and maintaining a healthy and clean environment, residents must participate in, agree to, and benefit from development plans.”).

246. Id. at 4.

247. See supra Introduction.

248. Tarlock, supra note 129, at 466 (“The current environmental equity movement is only the latest in a series of twentieth century encounters between advocates of environmental quality and social justice.”).

249. Id. at 464–65 (explaining the difference in roots of the mainstream environmental movement and the environmental equity movement; notably, “[e]nvironmental equity rests on the constitutional argument that the present application and enforcement of environmental laws violate the equal protection
mental gentrification is a problem for environmental law to solve. Increasingly, it seems that the answer must be in the affirmative. While the tools of environmental law may have been developed to address issues very distinct from housing concerns, the aims of modern environmentalism go beyond pollution control and protection of natural resources. The lens of environmental advocacy has already been widened to include environmental justice, sustainable development, and other elements of adapting to a changing climate and world. Ensuring that processes set in motion by environmental law align with these aims can help produce a more holistic version of environmental protections that combine environmental and social equity.  

A. Environmental Gentrification and the Principles of Environmental Law

Several frameworks may inform and support extending the sphere of environmental law, including environmental justice and sustainable development. These existing frameworks make clear that environmental law has already been extended to cover many of the concerns raised by environmental gentrification. This Section will make more explicit the close links that exist between environmental law, housing, and questions of place.

1. Environmental Justice

Like gentrification, environmental justice is a concept that lacks one generally accepted definition. Broadly, however, envi-
environmental justice encompasses the ideas that minority and low-income individuals, communities, and populations “should not be disproportionately exposed to environmental hazards,”251 should have equal access to green space,252 and “should share fully in making the decisions that affect their environment.”253

Put another way, environmental justice encompasses conversations about who is exposed to environmental “bads,” as well as who gets to enjoy environmental “goods.”254 Thus, where environmental cleanups or improvements result in increased property values without consideration of whether those who have been living with environmental harms for many years will be able to share in the benefits, these activities raise concerns about distributional and reparative justice.255

That perspective offers an important counterbalance to what may at times be more of a “frontier mentality” on the part of planners.256 Frontierism has long been an influence on the environmental protection movement in the United States.257 When applied to cities, such a mentality suggests an empty city being explored for the first time or views areas in need of environmental remediation or improvements as environmentally ravaged.258 In either case, such views give insufficient recognition to the experience of the current members of the community. In contrast, equitable recovery of urban spaces requires attention to what is happening to communities in which improvements are occurring.

---

253. Gerrard, supra note 251.
256. See, e.g., SMITH, supra note 6, at xiii (“During the latter part of the twentieth century the imagery of wilderness and frontier has been applied less to the plains, mountains and forests of the West—now handsomely civilized—and more to U.S. cities back East. As part of the experience of postwar suburbanization, the U.S. city came to be seen as an ‘urban wilderness.’”). Such a mentality can be seen when areas in need of environmental improvements are discussed as the “frontier,” and new residents as “urban pioneers.” See, e.g., id. at xiii–xiv.
257. See TAYLOR, supra note 243, at 26–27.
258. Id.
Mainstreaming these equity concerns in the conversation about projects that have the potential to trigger environmental gentrification and displacement could go a long way toward addressing the lack of remedies for such displacement. Under this framework, it becomes possible to see how displacement itself might be an environmental justice harm. While no uniform standard is likely to be developed for how such conversations, and any preventive measures, should take place, a critical first step is for environmental law and lawyers to recognize the importance of this issue in the planning process. To the extent it has not yet done so, engagement with environmental justice ought to include a conversation not only about who bears the brunt of negative environmental conditions but also about who gets to enjoy the benefits of environmental improvements. Adapting to these considerations could include statutory amendments, additional steps or stakeholders in the planning processes, and other modifications. Whatever the adjustments, viewing the question of environmental gentrification through the lens of environmental justice makes clear the need for planning around environmental improvement projects and for paying attention to the people to whom the benefits of such projects accrue.

2. Sustainable Development

The connection between low-density development and environmental harm has been well documented and need not
be rehearsed in this Article in full. Briefly, low-density development harms the environment by destroying habitat and displacing wildlife, increasing impermeable surfaces that worsen problems of runoff contamination and water pollution, and making necessary increased vehicle traffic that contributes to increased air pollution.\textsuperscript{263} By a variety of metrics, urban areas are more environmentally friendly overall than less dense forms of development.\textsuperscript{264} In consequence, reinvestment in urban areas, along with the shift in demographics that reflects affluent residents’ return to cities, has been heralded as a means of reversing the detrimental environmental consequences of the growth of the suburbs over preceding decades.\textsuperscript{265} Such efforts are often categorized under the umbrella of “smart growth”\textsuperscript{266} or “sustainable development.”\textsuperscript{267} The exact parameters of sustainable development have been debated, but are generally understood to include three key elements: environmental protection, economic growth, and social equity.\textsuperscript{268}

Urban environmental cleanup efforts are often viewed as accomplishing multiple goals: remediation of the negative conditions in question and promotion of the secondary environmental benefits that accompany renewed interest in the urban environment.\textsuperscript{269} That such cleanups have been championed by environmental advocates, often under the mantle of sustainable development, is therefore unsurprising. But environmental improvement projects that result in displacement may fail to accomplish the intended sustainable development goals.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{263} See, e.g., Sarah J. Fox, \textit{Planning for Density in a Driverless World}, 9 NEW ENG. U. L. REV. 151, 170–73 (2017); Russell, \textit{supra} note 27, at 443 ("One of the major drivers—arguably, the major driver—of environmental risk is intensifying human occupation of the 2.7 billion-acre land area of the United States.").
\item \textsuperscript{264} See, e.g., John Nolon, \textit{The Law of Sustainable Development: Keeping Pace}, 30 PACE L. REV. 1246, 1288–89 (noting that “[o]n a per capita basis, urban dwellers produce dramatically less CO\textsubscript{2} and other pollutants than those in surrounding suburbs. This is a critical matter when one considers that, by the year 2039, the population of the United States will have swelled to over 400 million people,” and that “[b]y 2040, it is projected that America will add ninety-three million new homes and 137 billion square feet of nonresidential construction to accommodate this growth and to replace obsolete buildings”).
\item \textsuperscript{265} Id.; cf. Been, \textit{supra} note 216, at 235 (summarizing the environmental benefits of high-density land use); Ziegler, \textit{supra} note 22, at 64.
\item \textsuperscript{266} See, e.g., Kushner, \textit{supra} note 239.
\item \textsuperscript{267} See, e.g., John R. Nolon, \textit{An Environmental Understanding of the Local Land Use System}, 45 ENVTL. L. REP. 10215, 10232 (2015).
\item \textsuperscript{268} See, e.g., Ruhl, \textit{supra} note 127, at 179–80.
\item \textsuperscript{269} See, e.g., Fox, \textit{supra} note 40, at 1220.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
If the growth of urban areas is successful only in turning the dominant dynamic of affluent suburban residents and poorer urban residents into one of affluent urban residents and poorer suburban residents—as some research is beginning to suggest might be the case—a large element of environmental gains from reinvestment in urban areas will not be realized. Cities themselves may become less contaminated and more sustainable through the kinds of efforts detailed above. But where those efforts are accompanied by housing pressures and displacement, they may also serve to undermine overall environmental goals. In addition to failing the environmental prong of the sustainable development triad, a city that cannot house entrants while also retaining the populations already living there—and retain them in a way that allows existing populations to enjoy environmental benefits—fails the equity prong of sustainable development. In consequence, there is a substantial environmental justification for paying attention to the impacts of environmental gentrification and for looking to how environmental law can better prevent displacement.

Where sustainability in the larger sense is overlaid on plans for environmental improvements, it may impact the kinds of improvements that make sense for different areas of the city. The prospect of environmental gentrification and its displacement effects, for example, may warrant a reimagining of what kinds of environmental improvements are appropriate in a given neighborhood. One response to this problem on the social science front has been to develop the concept of “just green

270. See, e.g., Heather O’Connell, Connecting Job Proximity and Gentrification: What’s Going On in Houston?, KINDER INST. (Mar. 24, 2015), https://kinder.rice.edu/2015/03/24/27 (https://perma.cc/6QBD-R2W4) (“Numerous national studies have documented that residents displaced by gentrification are moving to areas with fewer job prospects, mainly older suburbs with low home values, far-removed from the fastest growing parts of their regions.”).

271. See supra Section I.A; see also, e.g., GOULD & LEWIS, supra note 4, at 2–3 (noting that measures to improve neighborhood environmental quality contribute to environmental sustainability).

272. Cf. Ngai Pindell, supra note 214, at 47 n.171 (“If gentrification occurs, the displacement of lower-income families would lead to an increase in vehicle miles traveled (VMTs), which would negatively affect emissions. Here, environmental and housing planning interests converge.”).

273. Ruhl, supra note 127, at 165.

274. See supra Section III.D; cf. Cecily T. Talbert, California’s Response to the Affordable Housing Crisis, AM. LAW INST. 1491, 1515 (2006) (“Affordable housing can be viewed as a key component of protecting the environment and managing growth.”).
“Just green enough” advocacy means, at its core, “uncoupl[ing] environmental cleanup from high-end residential and commercial development” to accomplish environmental improvements without displacement. The term was initially coined based on efforts by residents in Greenpoint, Brooklyn, to clean up a contaminated waterway without causing the industrial neighborhood to transform into “luxury housing or parks, cafes, and a riverwalk.” This example may offer a model for environmental improvements created with existing character and residents in mind. While not a foolproof strategy against eventual gentrification, acknowledging that there is a spectrum upon which environmental improvements can occur is an important step in achieving overall urban sustainability.

Employing the frameworks of environmental justice and sustainable development to think about gentrification helps make clear that, to the extent that environmental improvement projects are triggering displacement, those impacts are a project for environmental law. While environmental law has not historically been structured to address these challenges, expanding the scope of what falls under the umbrella of environmental law and lawyering can be part of the field’s evolution. Adapting strategies for environmental improvements so that they can be enjoyed by larger portions of the population helps ensure that these improvements achieve overall environmental gains and sustainability.

B. Strategies for Better Outcomes

The frameworks set out above offer several existing lenses through which to view the interaction of environmental law and gentrification, as well as reasons to believe it is an issue worth taking on through some combination of environmental, land use, and planning law. Beyond attention to and awareness of a wider range of factors when engaging in environmental cleanups, it may be useful to suggest some concrete steps that could be taken to address the question of environmental gentri-

275. See generally Curran & Hamilton, supra note 13.
276. See, e.g., id. at iii.
277. See, e.g., Curran & Hamilton, supra note 19, at 32.
ification during the planning processes that often serve to jump-start the phenomenon.

This Section will discuss some broad categories of tools that could be employed to better integrate concerns about environmental gentrification into the aspects of the planning process that touch on environmental law. Extensive literature has been dedicated to land use policies that can further affordable housing goals more effectively.279 Efforts surrounding environmental improvements are inevitably place-specific.280 The purpose of this Section is not to provide an exhaustive list of all possible options. Instead, it will point out the ways in which environmental planning could be tied to other land use tools to better protect against environmental gentrification and its potential negative impacts. It will also provide recommendations for environmental lawyers, planners, and advocates going forward. By examining several of the tools available, the potential of land use planning to address both the need for environmental improvements and the fear of displacement may become clearer.


280. Cf. Curran & Hamilton, supra note 13, at 5 (“Working toward justice necessarily results in context-specific ‘highest and best uses’ that are not always tied to current market (especially speculative) values.”). That calculations are place-specific does not necessarily mean that they are site-specific; indeed, it may be necessary to consider cumulative impacts in an area in order to capture the true environmental and social consequences of a project. See, e.g., Eisen, supra note 201, at 214 (“The site-specific inquiry is antithetical to the community-wide approach of evaluating environmental impacts that sustainable development requires.”). Nonetheless, whether on a site, neighborhood, or city scale, individualized determinations must be made about the appropriate response to projects that may induce environmental gentrification.
1. Planning Processes

The kinds of environmental improvement projects that trigger environmental gentrification tend to be the result of years of advocacy, planning, and funding decisions. Such planning processes may involve federal, state, or local government actors—or often some combination of those three. The importance of public participation and community involvement in planning for environmental remediation—particularly in the early stages of a project—has also been emphasized repeatedly. Beyond that, the use of more comprehensive planning measures as a way of cutting across silos in planning may be effective in making sure that planners consider the full impacts of environmental improvements. Given the amount of work that goes into the planning process ahead of time, there is enormous potential for incorporation of different perspectives that may influence the ultimate shape of the projects. Thus, the planning process itself could make a meaningful difference in dictating whether and how displacement results from environmental improvements.

Environmental planning processes incorporate public participation in a variety of ways, both formal and informal. For instance, cities often engage with communities through informal contacts, forums, task forces, advisory groups, and others. These can provide useful and necessary ways of hearing from community members about plans for environmental improvements. Beyond that, as noted, certain projects require analysis under NEPA and SEPAs, which have their own requirements for public participation and consideration of social impacts. Where NEPA or SEPA are applicable, acknowledgment of the environmental justice implications of environmental gentrification may provide an additional layer of consideration of human environmental impacts in the planning process.

281. See, e.g., Gould & Lewis, supra note 4, at 162–63 (noting that the timing of community participation in planning processes influenced outcomes).
282. See, e.g., Curran & Hamilton, supra note 13, at 6; Famira, supra note 10, at 615; Mank, supra note 180, at 171.
284. See supra Section II.B.
An arguably more important part of managing the problem of environmental gentrification, however, may be the larger project of fostering recognition of the interrelationship between housing and the environment. As noted, the separation between concerns about affordable housing and concerns about the environment has led to undesirable results. As long as those tasked with advocating for and making environmental improvements do not also have a mandate to consider housing questions, siloed decision-making will continue to be the norm. Making housing a more integrated part of environmental conversations, and vice versa, could avoid unintended negative consequences for both fields.

While restructuring decision-making frameworks may be one way to get at this change, there are useful mechanisms available short of such reconfigurations. For instance, measures such as comprehensive plans may be useful in this effort. Comprehensive plans offer a form of long-term planning that guides subsequent zoning and other decisions. Such plans are required in many states and offer a “blueprint for development” in cities that adopt them. Because these plans are both flexible and explicitly designed to make connections between topics like housing and the environment, they may be well suited to the challenge of addressing environmental gentrification. For instance, comprehensive plans may be re-
quired to address environmental justice; such plans also often incorporate sustainable development principles. To the extent that these frameworks are already recognized within the context of comprehensive planning, it should be possible for planners to acknowledge and better integrate the relationship between environmental improvements and concerns about displacement. Put another way, sustainable development and environmental justice require consideration of housing and the environment together. Thus, when planning takes account of environmental principles and attempts to address them, the potential for displacement should be considered at the same time. Through structural changes and meaningful engagement with effected communities, planning for the environment can start to better realize the principles of environmental justice and the goals of sustainable development.

2. Land Use Tools

Once implemented, consideration of both environmental and housing concerns in the planning process may lead to the recognition that environmental improvements should be accompanied by measures to address possible displacement. Where such improvements seem likely to give rise to undesirable displacement, there may be elements of land use law that provide a helpful nexus between environmental and housing concerns. In determining how to move forward with environmental improvements, best practices will vary by community.

This Article explores the phenomenon of environmental gentrification in the context of environmental law. Ultimately, however, the specific tools used to account for and combat displacement from environmental gentrification will not differ greatly from those used more broadly to alleviate displacement concerns. Land use tools such as community land trusts,


293. Community land trusts are, very generally, “nonprofit entities that acquire land with the goal of maintaining control in perpetuity for a community use such as affordable housing.” Julie Gilgoff, Local Responses to Today’s Housing Crisis: Permanently Affordable Housing Models, 20 CUNY L. REV. 587, 589 (2017). While not a new innovation, these trusts have come into increased use by a number of communities to combat unsustainable rises in housing prices that
inclusionary zoning,\(^294\) community benefit agreements,\(^295\) and others may play a useful part in planning for projects likely to

might otherwise lead to displacement. See, e.g., Greg Beato, Communities Come Together to Make Homes More Affordable, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 3, 2015), https://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/08/giving/communities-come-together-to-make-homes-more-affordable.html [https://perma.cc/TAW2-8VBN]. The classic ownership model for community land trusts divides traditional property ownership in two: title to the land is held by the land trust, and title to the house and improvements is held by the resident. David Abromowitz, An Essay on Community Land Trusts: Toward Permanently Affordable Housing, in PROPERTY AND VALUES: ALTERNATIVES TO PUBLIC AND PRIVATE OWNERSHIP 213–31 (Charles Geisler & Gail Daneker eds., 2013). Under this model, the purchaser of the home agrees in advance to a cap on any profits made on the sale of the home. Id. In this way, the trust is able to maintain the long-term affordability of the property. Community land trusts may also be used to operate rental units, offering a means by which to stabilize rental prices. Stephen R. Miller, Community Land Trusts: Why Now Is the Time to Integrate this Housing Activists’ Tool into Local Government Affordable Housing Policies, 23 ZONING & PLAN. L. REP. 349 (2015).

Community land trusts have started to gain particular recognition as an avenue for combatting environmental gentrification. For instance, as noted, a planned park project in Washington, D.C. has spurred fears of gentrification in Anacostia, a historically African American neighborhood. In response, the public-private partnership in charge of the park development is also working to create a community land trust. See Mary Hui, In Bid to Keep Homes Affordable, Anacostia Will Have Its First Community Land Trust, WASH. POST (Sept. 24, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/in-bid-to-keep-homes-affordable-anacostia-will-have-its-first-community-land-trust/2017/09/24/ [https://perma.cc/PZ74-AED4].

\(^294\) Inclusionary zoning is another tool that local governments may consider in addressing the impacts of environmental gentrification. Jon Christensen & Alessandro Rigolon, Can L.A. Build New Parks and Public Spaces Without Gentrifying Away Low-Income Residents?, L.A. TIMES (Oct. 12, 2018, 4:05 AM), http://www.latimes.com/opinion/livable-city/la-oe-christensen-parks-green-gentrification-20181012-story.html [https://perma.cc/DDV5-344N]. This kind of zoning involves imposing either mandatory or voluntary controls on new development. Benjamin Fowell & Edward Stringham, The Economics of Inclusionary Zoning Reclaimed: How Effective Are Price Controls?, 33 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 471, 474 (2005). Such controls may take the form of a fee attached to new developments collected in a fund for mitigating the effects of development, or a requirement that “a predetermined percentage of the housing units in new real estate developments be reserved and sold at a price that is affordable to low- and moderate-income households.” Tim Iglesias, Framing Inclusionary Zoning: Exploring the Legality of Local Inclusionary Zoning and Its Potential to Meet Affordable Housing Needs, 36 ZONING & PLAN. L. REP. 1 (2014); Michael Floryan, Cracking the Foundation: Highlighting and Criticizing the Shortcomings of Mandatory Inclusionary Zoning Practices, 37 PEPP. L. REV. 1039, 1044 (2010). In their various forms, inclusionary zoning measures offer a means by which local governments can attempt to offset anticipated displacement. See, e.g., Iglesias, supra; GOULD & LEWIS, supra note 4, at 58 (describing efforts by community members in Prospect Lefferts-Gardens, Brooklyn, to oppose inclusionary zoning measures out of fear that they would lead to the construction of high-rise apartment buildings and the eventual displacement of current residents). Nonetheless, inclusionary zoning may be appealing to some local governments facing likely environmental gentrification. These kinds of measures have the benefit of directly targeting the question of availability of
spur environmental gentrification. These tools have been discussed extensively in the context of gentrification more broadly. When paired, however, with better coordination in planning, public participation, and understanding of the relationship between environmental improvements and housing, they may serve an important function in addressing community change that stems from environmental improvements.

CONCLUSION

Through adaptations in strategy, advocates and lawyers may be able to include the environmental consequences of displacement as part of the conversation surrounding housing. The goals of this Article are to illustrate how environmental gentrification is generally overlooked by environmental law and to make the case for why that should change. Looking at environmental gentrification through the lens of environmental justice and sustainable development may help to move land use and zoning decisions to a place where environmental impacts, economic concerns, and community impacts all receive consideration. And looking to more specific tools that could be used in conjunction with environmental improvements would allow community impacts to become the province of environmental advocates in a way they have not been in the past. Success in achieving greater integration between housing and the environment would bring important advances in achieving genuinely sustainable cities in the future.

affordable housing, and of passing on some of the costs in the process to private developers. As such, they may have their place in a strategy to ensure that low-income residents in communities gaining environmental improvements will continue to have some stake and presence in what may otherwise be a changing neighborhood.

295. See generally, Patricia Salkin, Community Benefits Agreements: Opportunities and Traps for Developers, Municipalities, and Community Organizations, 59 PLAN. & ENVT'L. L. 3, 3 (2007) (“A Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) is a private contract negotiated between a prospective developer and community representatives. In essence, the CBA specifies the benefits that the developer will provide to the community in exchange for the community’s support of its proposed development. A promise of community support may be especially useful to a developer seeking government subsidies or project approvals.”). CBAs have been suggested as a possible solution to combating some of the ills associated with gentrification pressures. Patricia E. Salkin & Amy Lavine, Understanding Community Benefits Agreements: Equitable Development, Social Justice and Other Considerations for Developers, Municipalities and Community Organizations, 26 UCLA J. ENVTL. L. & POL’Y 291, 293 (2008).
Rethinking the relationship of environmental law to environmental justice and urban areas is a constant project.\textsuperscript{296} The framework set out in this Article may assist in the development of possible solutions to questions of displacement and disenfranchisement that often accompany environmental remediation and sustainability efforts in the urban core. Questions of sufficient (and sufficiently affordable) housing fall beyond the traditional boundaries of environmental law and policy. But integrating new goals and paradigms into the field is a critical part of advancing its goals going forward. Further, the lack of attention—and, at times, outright hostility—from environmental law toward housing concerns can create a divide between communities who have long suffered the ill effects of environmental pollution on the one hand, and those motivated by gleaming visions of urban sustainability on the other. The project of environmental law has come to encompass questions of environmental justice and equity, and discussion of who gets to benefit from environmental improvements goes to the core of that conversation. Similarly, environmental advocates for the past several decades have advanced the goal of making cities sustainable for the future. But the challenge of creating sustainable cities can be achieved only if advocates find a way to make cities environmentally healthier while simultaneously making environmental benefits available to all and maintaining cities’ abilities to house expanding populations.

While environmental law may not be a perfect tool to accomplish all of these goals, it can help further them in some of the ways described above. And to the extent that environmental law and lawyers are working at cross-purposes with these goals, better investments of time, planning resources, community involvement, and strategic thinking should be used to bridge that gap. The solution to the problem of environmental gentrification cannot, of course, be to leave urban populations at risk from contamination, lack of green space, and other issues. Instead, to create better partnerships and achieve the goals of both environmental justice and environmental sustainability, environmental law and its advocates must pay attention to the housing concerns of those impacted by improvement

projects.297 In doing so, they can help to achieve a greater degree of both justice and environmental health.

297. Jacobs, supra note 98 (“The answer to this problem can’t be to not improve communities. The answer is not to not build parks and trails and transit and grocery stores. You don’t hold a neighborhood down just to keep it affordable.” (quoting Ryan Gravel, who was heavily involved in the Belt Line project in Atlanta)).